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Abstract 
  
The European Union is currently driving forward the development of an energy model that is more reliant on 
renewable supply. Indeed, recent European Commission figures estimate a renewable penetration of 50% 
by 2030. As well as a shift towards renewables, our reliance on electricity is also set to dramatically increase 
in coming years, largely due to the inevitable electrification of vehicles and heating/cooling systems. Further 
to this, daily lives becoming less regimented and predictable is making energy use patterns more irregular. 
All of these factors are increasing the need for greater flexibility from our energy model so as to balance 
demand and supply.  
 
Improved flexibility and demand side management are crucial for the European Union so that it can meet its 
decarbonisation goals. Furthermore, taking into consideration the continued decommissioning of fossil-
based power sources across the region, flexibility will need to take new forms. This is also growing demand 
for both companies and households to shift from being consumers to prosumers through the localised 
integration of renewable energy resources.  A higher number of prosumers equates to higher flexibility and 
this could have significant impact of supporting grid stability. 
 
For prosumers to access flexibility markets, and in turn, support the decarbonisation of our energy system, 
there is need for a new player in the energy value chain – the aggregator. The aggregator should be the force 
that connects prosumers with transmission system operators, distribution system operators, and balance 
responsible parties (BRP).  
 
The role of aggregator can be done by pre-existent market stakeholders (e.g. suppliers). Both regulators and 
industry bodies agree that demand-side management and response will become of increasing importance as 
the energy system develops in coming years and aggregators will be fundamental for this transition.   
 
With Resolution 300/2017, Italy has defined the criteria to allow demand, “relevant production units” from 
non-programmable renewable sources, “non relevant units” (i.e. distributed generation), as well as 
accumulation systems to participate in the flexibility market.  
 
To date, 24 subjects have decided to take part as aggregators in the balancing market. If the interest of the 
main market operators in the aggregation of flexibility resources is evident, the need for an adjustment of 
the regulatory framework that, overcoming the barriers and obstacles currently existing, can encourage a 
greater participation is equally clear.  
 
Despite this, there remains to be much debate over how aggregation should best be implemented, and what 
regulatory framework needs to be put in place so that it can effectively support flexibility markets. Various 
aggregator implementation methods have already been proposed internationally. However, for a truly 
robust, integrated, and clear flexibility market, there is still need for more clarity on its roles and processes. 
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1. Introduction  
 
The new targets set within the Clean Energy for all Europeans’ Package, and consequently within the plans 
of the member states, have given the flexibility and the subjects able to offer flexibility services a central 
place in the revolution that is sweeping the electricity market. Together with a whole range of new subjects 
who were not previously able to offer flexibility services in the balancing market, a new role is characterizing 
the transition of the electricity market: the role of the aggregator.  
 
With the approval of the resolution no. 422/2018/R/EEL Italy has sanctioned the birth of the UVAM pilot 
projects, aggregations of peripheral units of production, consumption and accumulation managed by the 
new role of the aggregator. The pilot projects aim to understand the potential that new flexible subjects can 
have for the development of the Italian electricity market. Therefore, the aggregator becomes the 
fundamental and main role within the reform of the Italian balancing market, and through its adaptation 
different future scenarios can be forecasted.  
 
This paper aims to study and detail the different business models that aggregators have implemented till 
now in the market intending to shed some light on the future developments and potential of a market that 
is looking for a way to succeed. Both the lack of experience of the aggregators in interpreting a new role and 
the uncertainty of a regulatory framework that does not fully satisfy operators have made it clear that it is 
important to follow a path of development in which operators and regulatory body go hand in hand. 
 
Following a literature review to clarify the regulation that gave rise to the pilot projects and the role of the 
aggregator, the paper is divided into two different sections, each representing a different level of analysis: 
 
The first level of analysis is aimed at identifying the business models currently implemented by operators in 
the Italian market. To do this, direct interviews were carried out with the operators, during which, in addition 
to the business models, the drivers and barriers that are characterizing the development of this new business 
have been identified. 
 
The second level of analysis aimed to apply the business models identified in the first level analysis to case 
studies representing different types of UVAM. The objective was to understand what the most competitive 
business model for the BSP is depending on different case studies. The contribution of the regulatory body 
was essential to identify a possible scenario for the future development of the UVAM regulation. 
 
Finally, it is important to underline, that the analysis has been possible thanks to the close collaboration of 
the operators that today are aggregators in the Italian market with whom direct interviews have been 
conducted. The interest in the future development of a still uncertain market has certainly contributed to 
guaranteeing the patronage that this work has received from both the main actors and the governmental 
entities.
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2. Literature review 
 

2.1. Clean energy for all Europeans package 
 
In June 2019 the legislative process that led to the definition of the Clean energy for all Europeans package, 
a set of directives and regulations which concerns the various areas of the energy sector and outlines the 
energy strategy of the European Union, was concluded [1]. 
 
The approval of the document – Regulation on internal market for electricity – represented a further 
confirmation of the desire of the member countries of the European Union to jointly move towards common 
objectives. There are five areas of intervention on which the greatest focus is placed within the Clean energy 
for all European package [2]: 
 

• Energy security 
• Internal energy market 
• Energy efficiency 
• Decarbonization  
• Research, innovation and competitiveness 

 
As a common target, the European Union undertakes by 2030 to achieve the following objectives [3]: 
 

• Share of energy from renewable sources in the gross final energy consumption of at least 32% 
• Energy savings of 32.5% in energy efficiency 
• 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) 

 
The Clean energy for all Europeans package is representative of the European Union's desire to progress as 
an Energy Union and not just at the level of the individual member countries that are part of it. The Clean 
energy for all Europeans package, therefore, becomes indispensable for the study of the national plans of 
the members of the European Union, since it is both the input and the base. 
 
The draft of the Italian National Energy and Climate Plan was presented in Brussels in June 2019. The targets 
and the challenges expected by the Italian NECP are reported below and represent the background from 
which this paper has been developed [2]. 
 
 

2.2. National Energy and Climate Plan: Italy  
 
In accordance with the investigation of this research paper, two areas of intervention within the five 
previously illustrated are deepened for the Italian NECP: decarbonization and the reform of the internal 
energy market. As illustrated below, it is appropriate to underline the close interdependence of these two 
areas of intervention. In fact, the current market reform is and will be a direct consequence of the actions 
aimed at the decarbonization of the energy market. 
 

2.2.1. The decarbonization target 
 
The decarbonization target is clearly linked to the issue of GHG emission reduction. Since the GHG emission 
from energy uses exceeds 80% of the total, the achievement of European objectives cannot stand without 
actions aimed at promoting the reduction of dependence on fossil sources and, consequently, increasing the 
energy share from sustainable resources in gross final consumption. 
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To this end, the Italian NECP has set the goal of reaching by 2030 a share of energy from renewable energy 
sources (RESs) in gross final energy consumption of 30% [4]. The biggest transformation is certainly expected 
in the electricity generation sector. In fact, the Plan provides that the share of production coming from RESs 
will exceed the 55% of the total by 2030, compared to the current 35% [4]. Figure 1 shows the development 
that is expected from the RES share of electricity consumption to 2030 [5]. 

 
Figure 1 Evolution from 2011 to 2030 of the electricity gross consumption and the RES share in TWh 

 
Looking at the data differentiated by source [5], Figure 2, the largest increase compared to current levels is 
expected for wind and photovoltaic generation. The contribution of water and geothermal sources does not 
present particular variations with respect to the current levels, while the contribution of bioenergy is 
expected to slightly decrease. 
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Figure 2 Expected evolution of electricity production from RES by source 

 
2.2.2. The evolution of the internal electricity market 

 
As previously stated, it is clear that the decarbonization target envisaged by the Italian NECP has to go with 
an adequate development of the internal energy market. In fact, the consistent development of RESs and 
the progressive decommissioning of thermoelectric plant have put strain on the safe management and 
adequacy of the electrical system. 
 
The main problems encountered with the transformation of the national energy profile in the management 
of the electrical system are the following [6]: 
 

• Increasing steepness of the loading ramp caused by the drastic and sudden reduction of solar 
production in the evening hours. Therefore, a rapid increase in production from flexible systems is 
necessary; 

 
• Growing periods of over-generation from renewables in the central hours of the day. This can lead 

to cuts in the energy produced by these plants if the system is not equipped with adequate storage 
capacity; 

 
• Network congestion, due to the uneven distribution of renewable plants in the national territory. 

 
An illustrative example is shown by the graphs in Figure 3 and Figure 4, where the average hourly profile of 
the residual load – the difference between gross electricity demand and RES production – was projected in a 
day of low consumption respectively of April 2030 and April 2040 [6] [7]. It is evident that the residual load 
has decreased significantly to the point that in some hourly intervals, typically in the hours of maximum 
photovoltaic production, it has negative values, as an excess of generation to be evacuated: in the 2040 case 
the residual load reaches negative peaks of about 35 GW. 
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Figure 3 Expected residual load curve in April 2030 [6] [7] 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Expected residual load curve in April 2040 [6] [7] 

 
 
Furthermore, the growth of intermittent RES and the progressive decommissioning of thermoelectric 
capacity imply a reduction in "rotating" power [6]. The problem is compounded by the phase-out of 
conventional steam thermal, in particular coal-fired plants, considering their high response speed in the first 
few seconds. In order to be able to manage the network safely, it is absolutely necessary to expand the range 
of rapid resources to be activated and to be supplied in a short time [8]. 
 
Comparable problems are found at the distribution network level, since the impact of renewable penetration 
translates into the recent phenomenon of reversal energy flows towards the transmission network [8]. This 
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emphasizes, for example, problems of limited hosting capacity and congestion on weak directions. The 
resolution of these critical issues could benefit from the use of appropriate flexible resources located directly 
on the distribution network.  
 
The use of flexible resources could therefore have a positive impact on the overall operating costs of the 
entire system – transmission and distribution – and its future expansion. Obviously, the introduction of 
flexibility services requires a review of the roles of the actors involved as well as an evolution of the current 
regulation. With Resolution 300/2017, followed by Resolution 422/2028/R/EEL, Italy made the first attempt 
to reform the overall market design, giving the possibility to the units from renewable sources, the 
generation widespread and the consumer units to play an active role in the electricity market by providing 
flexibility. 
 

2.3. Resolution n. 422/2018/R/EEL - UVAM  
 
As detailed in the next chapters, the primary objective of this research paper is the analysis of the subjects 
and of the new roles that arose following the opening of the dispatching services market to the units from 
renewable sources, to the distributed generation and to the units of consumption. It is therefore of primary 
importance, before going deeper into the study, to understand the legislative framework within which the 
analysis stands, namely Resolution 422/2018/R/EEL [9]. 
 
Resolution 422/2018/R/EEL is the third attempt made by ARERA – Italian regulatory authority for energy, 
networks and environment – to open the market for dispatching services to new flexible resources. In 
particular, the decree sanctioned the birth of the UVAM pilot projects – Mixed Qualified Virtual Units – and 
defined the regulation for the participation of the demand, of the production units not already qualified – 
non-programmable renewable sources, distributed generation – and of the systems of accumulation in the 
dispatching services market (MSD) as part of UVAM pilot projects. 
 
The role of the aggregator – BSP – becomes therefore central, since it is the subject responsible for the 
participation of the UVAM in the MSD. Before describing what are the necessary technical requirements and 
the terms of participation defined by the resolution, it is important to introduce what are the key actors and 
roles involved in the pilot projects and how these actors interact with each other.  
Figure 5 schematically shows the actors involved in the pilot projects and their role [10].  
 
The operational flow that summarizes the interaction between these subjects can be thought of as a set-up 
where an aggregator is offering explicit (incentive-based) demand response services to the TSO, Terna. To 
this end, the Aggregator builds up relationships with Prosumers that own controllable assets. Prosumers will 
receive remuneration based on the flexibility they offer through their assets. The Aggregator builds an UVAM 
that can be thought of as a portfolio of assets to meet the size and timing constraints of specific flexibility 
products. These assets belong to different Prosumers. The Aggregator may choose to specialize on a single 
flexibility product or offer multiple products within the same portfolio [10] [11] [12]. 
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Figure 5 Actors and roles involved in the UVAM pilot projects 

 
 
 

2.3.1. Technical requirements 
 
The technical requirements expressed in the resolution concern both the UVAM and the individual units 
within the UVAM and are shown in Table 1 [12]. 
 

Table 1 Technical requirements for UVAM and prosumers  

UVAM Prosumer 

The UVAM must be able to offer at least 1 MW 
of flexibility and must be able to support 

modulation for at least two consecutive hours 

Prosumer must be equipped with a Peripheral 
Monitoring Unit (UPM) 

The UVAM must be able to modulate within 15 
minutes from Terna's dispatching order/call 

If the prosumer provides the instantaneous 
and/or emergency interruptibility service and/or 
instantaneous reduction of withdrawals, it can 

be included in a UVAM with exclusive reference 
to electrically separate loads from those 

engaged for the other services 
 

 
Two categories of UVAM have also been defined which include all the types of UVAM that can be created 
[12]: 
 

Terna – Italian 
Trasmission System 
Operator 
 
BSP – Balancing service 
provider. It is the subject 
responsible of the UVAM  
 
Prosumer – Asset that 
produces/consumes 
energy. It is the source of 
flexibility 
 
UVAM – Virtual unit 
formed by different 
sources of flexibility 
(prosumers) 
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• UVAM A – Aggregation of non-relevant production units (UPNR), consumption units, «stand alone» 
storage systems or combined with UPNR, relevant consumption units and production units that are 
not necessarily MSD enabled and that share the connection point to the network with one or more 
consumption units with power input at the connection point < 10 MVA 

 
• UVAM B – Relevant production units not already enabled for the MSD that share the connection 

point to the network with one or more consumption units with power input value at the connection 
point > 10 MVA 

 
Finally, the regulation provides for 15 geographical perimeters within which each BSP can aggregate flexible 
resources [11] [12]. The assets that make up each UVAM must reside within a single aggregation perimeter. 
 

2.3.2. Terms of participation to pilot projects 
 
Since the pilot projects still represent an experimental phase to integrate new flexibility services within the 
MSD, also the participation modalities and the remuneration system envisaged for the UVAM differ 
considerably from the standard regulation foreseen for MSD. 
 
To date, resolution 422/2018 / R / EEL has established a validity of pilot projects and detailed regulations of 
two years – period 2019-2020. Moreover, the regulation provides for a maximum quantity of MW that can 
be assigned to UVAM pilot projects and for which the regulation defined by the resolution applies [11] [12]. 
 
The maximum power that can be assigned for year 2019 is 1 000 MW and is divided between two Assignment 
Areas [10] [11]: 
 

• Assignment Area A – North, Central-North market areas: 800 MW 
• Assignment Area B – Central-South, South, Sicily and Sardinia market areas: 200 MW 

 
The power is assigned to the BSPs, owners of the UVAM, through an auction starting from a unitary payment 
of € 30 000 / MW per year, with a "pay as bid" and merit order schemes. The offer made by the BSP for the 
allocation of power must be less than 1 MW [10] [11] [12]. 
 
At the beginning of the reference year, capacity is assigned to each BSP through an annual auction that has 
a validity of one year. Moreover, three infra-annual auctions and twelve-monthly auctions occur [10] [11].  
 
Once the UVAM is part of the pilot projects, the BSP can take advantage of the remuneration scheme 
established by the regulation, which provides for [12]: 
 

• Fixed reward – A reward of 30 000 €/MWassigned per year is expected to the BSP.  
 

• Variable reward – The variable reward is related to the price and quantity of energy that the BSP 
offers on the MSD. This reward is paid just in case of activation of the units. A strike price of 400 
€/MWh has been fixed. 

 
The BSP, in the validity period, is committed to fulfil flexibility services in the balancing market at prices not 
higher than the strike price and for a power at least equal to the assigned one. Moreover, the offer of the 
service must be for at least four consecutive hours in the time slot between 2:00 pm and 8:00 pm from 
Monday to Friday. In the case the BSP is not able to provide the service for at least four consecutive hours, 
the fixed daily reward is reduced linearly up to a maximum value of 50% [10] [11] [12]. 
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2.3.3. The technological infrastructure 
 
Finally, it is appropriate to define the technological structure that characterizes a UVAM, since it represents 
a key part of the analysis proposed in this paper. Figure 6 represents the technological elements installed at 
each actor and defines the ways in which these elements contribute to the operation of the UVAM [11]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Technological elements installed and definition of the modalities of communication 

 
2.4. UVAM pilot projects – The current market share 

 
 
Before delving into the business models of aggregators, a first picture of the market of the UVAM pilot 
projects and the share of the main operators are reported. To date, 25 operators have participated in the 
forward auctions. Table 2 shows the operators that have taken part in UVAM pilot projects and the MW 
awarded. 
 

Table 2 Operators that have taken part in UVAM pilot projects and MW assigned 
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The quantities assigned in Area A and in Area B are shown below. A progressive increase is clear, indicating 
the increasing interest of operators towards the UVAM pilot projects. The information illustrated in Table 2, 
Figure 7 and  
Figure 8 was provided by Terna within the Energy & Strategy research work. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 MW awarded in area A - Annual, infrannual (April and July) and monthly auctions 

 

 
 

Figure 8 MW awarded in area B - Annual, infrannual (April and July) and monthly auctions
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3. First level of analysis 
 
The uncertainty of a regulation that is still evolving, as well as the opening of a market with resources that 
have been considered secondary until now, has led the new protagonists, the aggregators, to undertake very 
different approaches to the market. The purpose of the first level of analysis of this paper is to understand 
and study the different business models that have been implemented by aggregators to date. 
 
To do this, first of all, the actors participating in the establishment of a UVAM and the roles covered by these 
subjects have been identified. Secondary the fundamental phases of the establishment of a UVAM have been 
reconstructed. In this way it was possible to determine how the aggregator interacts with the various actors 
within the aggregation chain and above all to differentiate the business models according to the roles 
covered by the aggregator and the specific relationships that are created between the actors. 
 
It should be remembered that the study was developed starting from the aggregator's point of view, and 
consequently the structures identified for each business model are representative of the aggregator's 
business models. 
 
The first level of analysis mainly consists of two sections: 
 

• In the first section, all the business models investigated were grouped into different categories 
according to the roles covered by the BSP in the aggregation chain. The different categories have 
been described through the classic structure of the business model canvas (BMC). 

 
• In the second part, the goal was to study in detail the relationships that are created between the BSP 

and the other players in the aggregation chain. In fact, if in the first section the focus was to give a 
macro view of the aggregator's business models, in the second section the focus was to group the 
business models according to the relationships created by the BSP with the other actors, comparing 
the specificities of the single business models. 

 
The methodology and the presentation of the results follow the subdivision of the first level analysis into two 
parts. The analysis was carried out through direct interviews with operators who act as aggregators in the 
Italian market 
 

3.1. The sample of analysis  
 
The identification and analysis of the types of business models were carried out through direct interviews 
with the operators who have participated in the UVAM pilot project as aggregators. 14 of the 25 operators 
have been interviewed. 
 
In addition to the main features of the business models, the interview aimed to of highlight the limits and 
potential future developments of the UVAM pilot project. In Annex 1 the text used as a draft during 
interviews with operators is shown. The topics discussed during the direct interviews are the following: 
 

• The current interest of the BSP for the MSD market 
• UVAM operation and characteristics 
• The characteristics of the business models adopted 
• The Italian regulatory framework 

 
In order to characterize the analyzed sample, the operators interviewed, together with their market share 
within the pilot project max capacity, are shown in Table 3 [12]. 3 of the interviewed operators decided to 
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leave their information blind and were not included in Table 3. In Annex 2, information gathered from 
interviews with each of the 14 interviewed operators is shown. 
 

Table 3 Interviewed operators and assigned capacity 

 
 

 
 

ALPIQ 0-10 MW 

 

 
 

GRUPPO CURA 0-10 MW 

 

 FALCK 0-10 MW 

 

 

DUFERCO ENERGIA 0-10 MW 

 

 

HERA 10-20 MW 

 

 
 

VEOS 10-20 MW 

 

 
DOLIMITI ENERGIA 20-50 MW 

 

 
 

ENGIE 20-50 MW 

 

 EGO 20-50 MW 

 

 

EPQ >100 MW 

 

 
 

ENEL X >100 MW 
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3.2. Methodology 
 

3.2.1. The Aggregation Value Chain 
 
As presented by Barbetti et al. [13], the first step in the assessment of the different business models which 
have been implemented by the aggregator was to define the actors and roles that characterize the making 
of an UVAM. It is shown in Figure 9 the aggregation chain where all the needful players to build an UVAM 
are listed. As already stated, the aggregator can play different roles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The players identified in the aggregation chain and their roles are described in the following Table 4. For the 
descriptions of the roles the classification proposed by Hans de Heer et al [14] was used. 
 
 
 

Table 4 Players and roles within the aggregation chain 

 
Prosumer 

 
A Prosumer can be regarded as an end user that no longer only consumes 
energy, but also produces energy. For the purpose of this paper there’s no 
difference between residential end users, small and medium-sized 
enterprises, or industrial users. In particular the term Prosumer is used for 
end users that have controllable assets and are thereby capable of offering 
flexibility. 
 

 
 

Asset Manager 

 
All those subjects that hold a commercial / contractual relationship with 
the final customer and that consequently represent a priority channel for 
the BSP in the approach of the final customer are identified as Asset 
Manager. For example, a company that holds an O&M contract for certain 
plants can be considered an asset manager. 
 

 
BRP 

 
It is the subject that has signed a dispatching service contract with Terna. It 
can be the owner or the mandated subject of one or more dispatching 
points in input and/or outputs. It is responsible to Terna for dispatching 
energy and balancing inputs and outputs [14]. 
 

BSP Prosumer 
Asset   

Manager 
Platform 

Developer BRP Technology 
provider 

 

Figure 9 Aggregation chain 
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BSP/Aggregator 

 
 

 
Electricity market operator that aggregates different production and 
consumption units distributed in a single virtual unit. This allows access not 
only to spot markets, but also to the dispatching services market, to which 
the individual units of the portfolio would not have access. In this way these 
services can be offered to Terna, supporting the operation of the network 
and the integration of renewable energy plants. For the purposes of this 
paper, the focus will be on the flexibility that the aggregator offers to the 
dispatching services market [14]. 
 

 
Platform Developer 

 
It is the subject that has developed the necessary platform for the optimal 
and coordinated management of several prosumers. The platform is used 
by the aggregator. 
 

 
Technology Provider 

 
It is the subject that provides the aggregators with the technological 
infrastructure required by each prosumer to satisfy Terna's regulations. The 
technological infrastructure consists of (i) UPM, (ii) communication 
between UPM and concentrator, (iii) concentrator and (iv) communication 
between concentrator and Terna systems. 
 

 

3.2.2. Set up 
 
Since the objective of this paper is the description of the UVAM making process starting from the aggregator's 
point of view, the starting set-up that represents the structure of a UVAM focuses on the role of the 
aggregator. For the description of the set up, it is adopted a model where all the roles characterizing an 
UVAM are separated, model that will be later detailed. 
 
The set up described here is illustrative of the relationships that the BSP must create with other actors in 
order to form a UVAM. It should be noted that the TSO, Terna, was not included within the aggregation chain. 
In fact, although it is flawless within the pilot projects, it is not an actor that determines the peculiarity of a 
business model towards others. To confirm this the contractual relationship that is created between BSP and 
TSO is regulated and therefore not different from case to case [9]. 
 
An outline is assumed where the BSP builds a portfolio of clients, prosumers, who can offer flexibility services 
by forming a UVAM. Consequently, a contractual relationship is established between BSP and prosumers, 
which provides for a sharing of the profit that the BSP receives from the offer of flexibility in the MSD. Since 
the BSP is the operator most interested in the formation of UVAM, the technological structure necessary for 
the individual prosumer must be provided by him. Consequently, the BSP signs a contract with a technology 
supplier for the supply and installation of the technological elements at each prosumer. To conclude, the BSP 
signs a contract with a developer of an optimization platform for the management of the aggregate and 
dispatching orders. The asset manager replaces the prosumer if the BSP decides to create a partnership with 
a company that controls different prosumers. 
 
A separate analysis is planned for the BRP. In fact, since the activation of flexibility changes the energetic 
profile of the prosumer, the BRP of the prosumer can be influenced. Terna's regulation had initially omitted 
the potential convergence of these two roles and there were cases in which the BRP prevented prosumers 
linked to it from participating in the UVAM pilot projects [15]. The TSO has modified the regulation and 
currently the BRP must provide evidence of a potential obstacle to its operation to deny prosumers 
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participation in pilot projects. The relationship between BSP and BRP will be deepened in the second section 
of the analysis. 
 

3.2.3. First section – The Canvas representation of the BSP business models 
 
The first step that was done to categorize the business models was to identify reference clusters. These 
clusters were identified prior to the interviews conducted with the aim of facilitating the categorization of 
the information collected during the interviews. The clusters are the following: 
 

• Pure Aggregator – This cluster contains all the operators who have decided to rely on an external 
company both for the supply of the technological infrastructure and for the development of the 
platform. Moreover, the operators do not have any priority channel with which to approach the final 
customer. This cluster itself represents a single business model. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
• Technology Driven Aggregator – This cluster includes the BSP that have made the strategic choice 

to internally develop a management platform and/or to produce the technological infrastructure 
necessary for the making of an UVAM. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Client Driven Aggregator – The main feature of this cluster is the already existing commercial / 

contractual relationship between the customers and the aggregator. Indeed, being the aggregator 
or BRP, or manager, or owner of the assets, it surely has a priority channel to involve the customer 
in the UVAM project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Full Integrated Aggregator – This cluster contains the operators who have decided to invest in the 
development of the technologies needed to create a UVAM and who also have a priority channel to 
involve prosumers. This cluster is therefore a combination of the two previous clusters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This type of classification was certainly useful to have a first picture of the current level of interest of the 
aggregator for the market and, consequently, of the current propensity of the aggregator to invest in this 
market. For example, the willingness of an operator to invest in the internal development of the technological 

Asset  
Manager  

Prosumer BSP Platform  
Developer BRP Technology  

Provider 

 
Figure 10 Cluster 1 – Pure Aggregator 

Asset  
Manager  

Prosumer BSP Platform  
Developer BRP Technology  

Provider 

 
Figure 11 Cluster 2 – Technology Driven Aggregator 

Asset  
Manager  

Prosumer BSP Platform  
Developer BRP Technology  

Provider 

 
Figure 12 Cluster 3 – Client Driven Aggregator 

Asset  
Manager  

Prosumer BSP Platform  
Developer BRP Technology  

Provider 

 
Figure 13 Cluster 4 – Full Integrated Aggregator 
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infrastructure and of the platform despite the uncertainty of the regulation shows a strong interest in the 
UVAM project. The picture that emerged from this first classification will be detail in the results. 
 
Following this first representation of the business models, the analysis was carried out by analyzing in detail 
the individual business models adopted by the interviewed operators. Certainly, as highlighted in the results, 
there are numerous cases in which the same business model has been adopted by different operators and 
at the same time cases in which an operator has adopted different business models. This is possible since 
many operators own more than one UVAM. As an example, it is possible that an operator is BRP of the assets 
of UVAM 1 while it is not BRP of the assets of UVAM 2. 
 
To report the specific information of each business model collected during the interviews it was decided to 
use the graphical representation of the Business Model Canvas. As can be seen from the draft of the interview 
in Annex I, the collection of information has followed a pattern of topics that partly coincides with the classic 
schema of the Business Model Canvas. Figure 14 shows the graphical representation used in the results to 
describe the different business models. 
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Relative Cluster - Title of the Business Model  

 

 
 

Number of operators who have adopted the business model. 
 
Main features of the Business Model. The objective is to sum up the advantages and the disadvantages of 
the business model under study. The commercial / contractual relations that the BSP must establish are also 
detailed. 

 

 

 
 

 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

 

 

 

Customer Relationships 

Channels 

Customer Segments 
 

Cost Structure 

 

Figure 14 Graphical representation used to describe the business models 
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3.2.4. Second section – The relationships established between the BSP and the other players 
 
As anticipated, the second section aims to deepen the existing relations between the different actors within 
the studied business models. The aim is to group the information gathered for the different business models 
according to the relationship under investigation. This analysis was also preparatory for the creation of the 
business cases whose methodology is set out in the second level of analysis.  
 
The following relationships have been detailed: 
 

• BSP - BRP – The objective was to investigate the obstacles that the BSP has found in the BRP figure 
at the time of the creation of the UVAM – clearly it refers to cases in which the BSP is not BRP of the 
assets constituting the UVAM. Furthermore, the frequency with which the BSP is also BRP of the 
assets of the different UVAM has been detailed.  

 
• BSP - Platform developer – First, the existing types of contracts between BSP and external supplier 

have been detailed. Secondly, the gap in terms of costs between the development of the platform 
or the formulation of a contract with an external supplier was analyzed. 
 

• BSP - Provider of technological infrastructure – The types of commercial relationship existing 
between external suppliers and BSP have been analyzed. 
 

• BSP - Prosumer – The BSP and customer contract types have been investigated.  
 

• Types of UVAM created and types of assets belonging to each UVAM – The objective is to show 
which categories the UVAMs created belong to: UVAM single-asset or UVAM multi-asset. In addition, 
the characteristics of the assets within each UVAM were also identified. 
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3.3. Results 
 

3.3.1. First section – The Canvas representation of the BSP business models 
 
The business models adopted by the 14 operators interviewed were first of all classified according to the 
clusters to which they belong.  
Figure 15 shows the four clusters and the business models implemented by the operators that belong to each 
cluster. For each cluster, the number of operators who have adopted the business models within it is also 
shown. As can be seen, there are cases in which the same operator has adopted business models that belong 
to different clusters. 
 
Most of the operators, 12 out of 14, are part of the cluster 3 – client driven aggregator – while the number 
of operators who decided to invest in the internal development of the platform, now certainly the highest 
investment in the creation of an UVAM, is much lower; the number of operators belonging to cluster 2 is only 
3. It is interesting to note that to date there is no BSP that covers all the roles of the aggregation chain, while 
there are some operators who have decided to invest in the technological structure having already a 
customer base to be integrated in the UVAM project, 3 out of 14 operators.  
 
It should be pointed out that two of the operators who belong to cluster 4 are the same operators as cluster 
2. These operators have managed to build UVAM both with prosumers already their customers and with 
prosumers from scratch. The number of operators who have invested in the development of the platform is 
therefore reduced to a total of 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 15 Classification of business models according to the cluster 

 
The business models that emerged from the interviews are described separately below. The business models 
that belong to cluster 4 have not been described singularly since they are a mix of cluster 2 and cluster 3. 
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3.3.1.1. Cluster 1 – Pure Aggregator 
 
Base Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pure Aggregator – Base Model (BM) 
 

 

 
 
4 out of 14 operators interviewed have adopted this business model. 
 
The «Pure Aggregator» model represents the most complex configuration for BSPs among those currently on the market. 
The complexity lies both in the lack of existence of priority channels with which the BSP can approach the final customer 
and the need for the BSP to contact an external supplier of the platform and of the technological infrastructure. 
 
It is therefore evident that the aggregator needs to create a solid and effective commercial structure in order to establish 
a relationship with the end customer, since the BSP (in addition to not being the owner of the asset) does not cover the 
role of the asset manager or that of the BRP. 
 
The BSP is also forced to formulate a contract with the developer of the platform and to buy the technological 
infrastructure from an external company. The two main contractual formulas that exist between BSP and the technology 
suppliers are distinguished in payment of an annual fee and purchase. The fact that the BSP has not decided to develop 
the technological infrastructure internally is mainly dictated by a condition of current uncertainty. 
 

 

 
Technology infrastructures given as free loan to clients 
Conferences e workshops to promote participation from clients 
BSP creates the baseline in accordance to client needs 

 
Solid and effective commercial structure in order to 
establish a relationship with the end customers 

Percentages of the 
fixed and variable 
remunerations  

 
 
Aggressive strategy from the BSP that translates into an increase in benefits for the end customer: 
 
• BSP is attributed with the technological infrastructure costs necessary to allow the customer 

to become part of the UVAM 
• BSP is attributed with the cost of the penalties 
• BSP tends to increase the percentages of the fixed and variable remuneration in favor of the 

customer 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

 
Costs due to the 
platform loan and to 
the technology 
infrastructures 
bought from the BSP  
 
Costs due to the 
commercial structure 
needed  

Cost Structure 

 
Medium-large size industrial 
consumers 
 
Production units, mainly 
CHP associated to production 
plant cycles 

 
The main objective of the BSP is to create a 
relationship of trust with the customer through the 
enhancement of the customer's benefits 

 
- External companies that carry out scouting activities 
- Existing BSP sales network 
- Ad hoc partnerships with professional/trade       
associations 

Customer Segments Customer Relationships 

Channels 
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The ESCo Model 
 
The ESCo model was not included among the models of 
Figure 15, since it can be considered a sub-case of the base model. 
 

 
 Pure Aggregator – ESCo Model (ESCoM) 

 

 

 
 

3 out of 14 operators interviewed have signed a partnership with an ESCo. 
 
The "ESCo Model" represents a sub-case of the Pure Aggregator model. This type of case study deserves special 
consideration since it is an existing and common configuration among BSPs that have not developed a platform and are 
not technology providers. 
 
The BSP signs a partnership contract with an external company - usually it is an ESCo. In addition to being the supplier of 
the technological infrastructure, this company holds a number of customers that allows the BSP to eliminate the 
complexities that emerged in the Basic Model. In fact, the collaboration agreement allows the BSP to approach customers 
that are managed by the ESCo itself. 
 
The asset management is the responsibility of the ESCo, while the BSP maintains the management of the relationship with 
the TSO, namely the input of the BDE and the formulation of the offer on the MSD. As in the previous case, a contract 
between client and BSP exists. However, the contract between BSP and ESCo, besides the annual fee for the use of the 
platform and for the supply of the technological infrastructure, provides for a profit sharing on the fixed / variable fee. 
 
In the above diagram, the roles that are covered by the ESCo are highlighted in blue. Following the Business Model Canvas 
for this type of model. The activities shown below include the role of the ESCo within this business model.   

ESCo 

 
Installation of technological infrastructure at clients and O&M 
services to the clients 
Energy audit offered to potential customers for flexibility audit 

 
Qualified technological skills that allow the BSP to 
involve the clients by offering diversified services 

Percentages of the fixed 
and variable 
remunerations  
 

 
 
There is a priority channel. The collaboration with the ESCo allows the BSP to 
involve the assets that are already customers of the ESCo 
 
The BSP maintains the management of the relationship with Terna as its only 
internal activity, i.e. receipt of the BDE, while the management of the customers 
is responsibility of the ESCo 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

 
Percentage of the fixed and 
variable remuneration given 
to the end customer 
 
The BSP pays an annual fee 
to the ESCo or BSP shares 
with the ESCo a percentage of 
the fixed remuneration 

Cost Structure 

 
 
Medium-large size industrial 
consumers 
 
Production units, mainly 
CHP associated to production 
plant cycles 
 
 

 
 

The added value is given by the ESCo itself 
and by the relationship that the ESCo already 
has with the customers 

 

ESCo network 

Customer Segments Customer Relationships 

Channels 
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3.3.1.2. Technology Driven Aggregator 
 
Model 1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technology Driven Aggregator – Model 1 (TDM1) 
 

 

 
 

1 out of 14 operators interviewed have adopted this business model. 
 
In this business model, the BSP has made the strategic choice to internally develop a management platform. 
This allows the BSP to gain internal expertise that can represent a long-term competitive advantage. Still, the 
technological infrastructure necessary for the creation of the UVAM - connections, UPM and hardware - is 
provided to the BSP by an external company.  
 
The decision by the BSP to support all the costs of the technological infrastructure necessary for the customer 
to enter an UVAM can be outlined as a strategy aimed at incentivizing the end customer to become part of 
the pilot projects. Indeed, the complexities of this business model lie in the need to have a commercial network 
able to attract end customers and to include their assets within a UVAM. 
 

Can be an external 
company that becomes a 
partner for the 
software skills needed 
for the platform 
management 

 
Technology infrastructures given as free loan to 
clients 
O&M on the platform 

 
Software development skills  

Percentages of 
the fixed and 
variable 
remunerations  
 

The price of the platforms increases with the number of assets and UVAMs managed by the 
BSP. This solution becomes particularly competitive if the BSP manages many UVAMs 
 
As in the BM model, an aggressive strategy aimed to increase the client benefits 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

 
 
Costs due to the 
external supply of 
the technological 
infrastructure 
 
Costs due to the 
internal 
development of the 
platform 
 
Commercial 
structure 

Cost Structure 

 
Medium-large size industrial 
consumers 
 
Production units, mainly 
CHP associated to production 
plant cycles 
 

 
 
The main objective of the BSP is to create a relationship 
of trust with the customer through the enhancement of 
the customer's benefits 

 
 
- External companies that carry out scouting activities 
- Existing BSP sales network 
- Ad hoc partnerships with professional/trade associations 

f 

Customer Segments Customer Relationships 

Channels 
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Model 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technology Driven Aggregator – Model 2 (TDM2) 
 

 

 
 

2 out of 14 operators interviewed have adopted this business model. 
 
In this business model the BSP has made the strategic choice both to develop a management platform and to 
internalize the production of the technological infrastructure necessary to create an UVAM.  
 
A trend that deserves special consideration: many operators are acquiring external companies that have developed 
a platform and are producers of the technological infrastructure. The model adopted by these operators is part of 
this cluster. 

 
Can be an external 
company that becomes a 
partner for the 
software skills needed 
for the platform 
management 
 

 
Technology infrastructures given as free loan to 
clients. Technology infrastructure installed by the BSP 
O&M on the platform 

 
 

Technical skills for production and installation of 
technological infrastructure 
Software development skills  

Percentages of 
the fixed and 
variable 
remunerations  
 

 
 
This solution becomes particularly competitive if the BSP manages many multi-site UVAMs. 
 
Internalization of the technological structure and management of the information/data flow which 
allows the UVAM to be managed in a very flexible and rapid manner. 

 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

 
 
Costs due to the 
production of the 
technological 
infrastructure 
 
Costs due to the 
internal 
development of the 
platform 
 
Commercial 
structure 
 

Cost Structure 

 
Medium-large size industrial 
consumers 
 
Production units, mainly 
CHP associated to production 
plant cycles 
 

 
 
 
 

The main objective of the BSP is to create a relationship 
of trust with the customer through the enhancement of the 
customer's benefits 

 
 
- External companies that carry out scouting activities 
- Existing BSP sales network 
- Ad hoc partnerships with professional/trade associations 

Customer Segments Customer Relationships 

Channels 
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3.3.1.3. Client Driven Aggregator 
 
Model 1 and Model 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Client Driven Aggregator – Model 1 (CDM1) & Model 2 (CDM2) 
 

 

 

 
 
 
The main feature of these two business models, which is why their analysis takes place jointly, is represented by the 
commercial/contractual relationship already existing between the customers and the aggregator. This has allowed the 
aggregator to have a priority channel through which involve the customer in the UVAM project. In fact, in Model 1 the 
aggregator is already BRP of the client, while in Model 2 the asset of the customer is managed by the aggregator itself. The 
similarities between Model 1 and Model 2 made it possible to build a single Business Model Canvas illustrating both 
business models. 
 
The BSP has decided not to develop the technological infrastructure internally. Consequently, an external supplier procure 
the aggregator with technological infrastructure needed. 
 

 

 
 

Technology infrastructures given as free loan 
to clients 
Baseline created in accordance to client needs 

 
 
 

Solid and effective commercial structure in 
order to keep the existent relationship with 
the end customers 
 

Percentages of the fixed 
and variable 
remunerations  
 

 
 
The dialogue with the customer is facilitated since there is already a commercial 
relationship with the end customer 
 
Confidential and lasting relationship with the end customer 
 
The aggregator does not need an agreement with the UdD 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

Costs due to the platform 
loan and to the technology 
infrastructures bought 
from the BSP  
 

Cost Structure 

Medium-large size industrial 
consumers 
 
Production units, mainly 
CHP associated to production 
plant cycles 
 

 
Lasting relationship with the end 
customer 

Priority channels already existent 

Customer Segments Customer Relationships 

Channels 

Model 1 – 8 out of 14 operators interviewed 
have adopted this business model. 

 

Model 2 – 2 out of 14 operators interviewed 
have adopted this business model. 
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Model 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Client Driven Aggregator – Model 3 (CDM3) 
 

 

 
 
2 out of 14 operators interviewed have adopted this business model. 
 
Model 3 represents the case in which the aggregator is the owner of the asset that is part of the UVAM. This model certainly 
represents the most competitive case among the client driven models since it presents both an advantage in the UVAM 
creation phase and a significant competitive advantage in monetary terms, with the fixed and variable fees entirely for the 
BSP. Unlike models 1 and 2, therefore, there is no commercial/contractual relationship between the BSP and the customer 
in this model. It is evident that the main advantage of this model lies in the independence of the BSP from the relational 
dynamics that it must create with the client and that, as emerged from the interviews, often represent a hindrance to the 
aggregation of resources. 
 
At present no case has occurred in which the aggregator is the owner of the asset but not the BRP of the asset or the asset 
manager. 

 

 
 
Baseline definition 
 
 

 
Fixed and variable 
remuneration  

 
Economic advantage since fixed and variable fees go entirely to the BSP 
 
Advantage in the creation and management of UVAM 
 
BSP is free from the contractual obligations that it usually has with the 
customer 

Value proposition 

Key Activities 

Key Resources 

Key Partners Revenue Streams 

Costs due to the platform 
loan and to the technology 
infrastructures bought 
from the BSP  
 

Cost Structure 

 
Medium-large sized 
production plants: 
 

• cogeneration 
• hydroelectric 
• biomass 

 

 

Customer Segments Customer Relationships 

Channels 
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3.3.2. Second section – The relationships established between the BSP and the other players 
 

3.3.2.1. Relationship BSP - BRP 
 
The business model in which the BSP is also the BRP of the UVAM assets represents the most frequent case. 
Indeed, 12 of the 14 operators interviewed are also BRPs of part of the prosumers within their UVAM. 
Although relevant, the data emerged from the analysis of business models is not sufficient to 
comprehensively understand the propensity of the market. It is in fact normal for an operator to initially try 
to involve customers with whom it already has a relationship and it is also possible that different business 
models have been used for different prosumers within the same UVAM. 9 of the 14 operators interviewed 
made the information available at the individual asset level. The analysis is shown in Table 5. 
 
It appears that 59.4 MW of the 316.8 MW awarded to 9 operators are formed by assets whom BSPs are also 
BRPs. However, the figure is not entirely true considering that 203.9 MW are assigned to only one operator 
– Operator 9 – which has declared itself non-BRP of the assets included in its UVAM. By omitting the MWs 
awarded to this operator, 59.4 MW of the 112.9 MW awarded to 8 operators are formed by assets whom 
BSPs are also BRPs. The number shown below for the different operators resumes the list made in appendix 
3. 
 

Table 5 Total MW aggregate as BRP VS total MW aggregate 
 

Total MW aggregate as BRP Total MW aggregate 

Operator 1  36.4 36.4 
Operator 2 / 4.5 
Operator 3 2.5 6 
Operator 4 9 25 
Operator 5 3 3 
Operator 6 / 20 
Operator 7 5.5 8.5 
Operator 8 3 9.5 
Operator 9  / 203.9 

TOTAL 59.4 316.8 
TOTAL WITHOUT Operator 9 59.4 112.9 

 
 
As anticipated, the activation of flexibility changes the energetic profile of a prosumer. Since the BRP could 
be influenced by this change, it was decided to investigate the relationship between BSP and BRP. Of the 14 
operators interviewed, 6 pointed out that they had received refusals from the BRP to include their prosumers 
within the UVAM. The information collected for these 6 operators is similar and can be summarized as 
follows: 
 

• 30% of the BRPs denied the participation of prosumers to UVAM of other operators; 
• 30% of the BRPs approved without consent (silent assent) the participation of prosumers in other 

operators' UVAMs; 
• 40% of the BRPs have conscientiously approved the participation of the prosumers at UVAM of other 

operators. 
 
 
Prerogatives were also highlighted at regulatory level to divert the problem of the relationship between BRP 
and BSP. It would be interesting to this end to deepen the point of view of the BRP and the motivations that 
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push the BRP to refuse the assent to the creation of the UVAM. However, this further analysis is beyond the 
scope of this report. 
 

3.3.2.2. BSP - Platform developer 
 
Table 6 shows the types of contracts currently in use between BSPs and platform developers and the business 
models where they were adopted. 
 
 

Table 6 Type of contracts between BSPs and platform developers 

Type of contract Business Model 

Platform supplied as loan for use to the BSP with an annual 
fee of around 12 % the fixed remuneration. The fee 
increases with the number of aggregates 

ESCoM 
CDM1 
CDM3 

Platform supplied as loan for use to the BSP with an annual 
fee that varies between 20 and 45 k€ 

 

BM 
CDM1 
CMD2 
CDM3  

Offer inclusive of the platform and the technology  
infrastructure - the offer is supplied as loan for use to the 
BSP with an annual fee around 40 k€ 

BM 
ESCoM 

 
 
Table 7 shows the cost difference between the internal development of the platform and the external supply 
of the service. The data has been categorized according to the type of platform required. As can be seen from 
the comparison between the two tables it is clear that the platforms for use with single or multiple assets 
are the only solutions used in the case of external supply of the platform. This already highlights an aspect 
that will be explored later: most UVAM are made up of one or a few more prosumers. However, it has been 
considered relevant to show the cost of internal development and external supply of a most complex 
platform – in Table 7 referred as UVAM platform – since some operators have implemented it. 
 

Table 7 Cost difference between the internal development of the platform and the external supply of the service for different types 
of UVAM 

 

Type of Platform 
Internal Development Cost 

Annual fee for external supplier 
Initial Investment Annual Cost 

Field  / / 10 k€ 

Single Asset 110 k€ 9 k€ 18 k€ 

Multiple Asset 145 k€  12 k€ 30 k€ 

UVAM 190 k€ 18 k€ 45 k€ 
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3.3.2.3. BSP – Technology provider 
 
Table 8 shows the types of contracts between the BSP and the technology provider. The abbreviation of the 
business model that have adopted those type of contracts is also shown.  
 

Table 8 Types of contracts between BSP and technology provider 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The contractual formula that provides a loan for use to the prosumer is the most used among the business 
models studied - 80% of the operators that do not produce the technological infrastructure in-house. 
However, it remains interesting to investigate the solution that involves the payment of the technological 
infrastructure by the prosumer. This solution has emerged from an interview with an operator who signed a 
partnership with an ESCo. Since prosumers are ESCo customers it is certainly easier to convince the prosumer 
to buy the technological infrastructure. It would be more complicated to propose this type of contract to a 
customer that is not already part of your sales network.  
 
It would certainly be interesting to investigate the cost of internally producing the typical components of the 
technological infrastructure, as was done for the internal development of the platform. However, this issue 
has not been further investigated. 
 
 

3.3.2.4. BSP – Prosumer 
 
Table 9 shows the contractual relationships between BSP and prosumers in the studied business models. The 
most used types of contracts are certainly the first and fourth, preferred by client-driven aggregators and 
technology-driven aggregators, respectively. The type of contract 2 has now been used mainly by operators 
who have an ESCO as partner, since they can take advantage of the skills of this company offering extra 
services. The type of contract 3 has been adopted only by one operator, with two different business models: 
it is an operator that has developed a platform and technological infrastructure internally and that can boast 
in part of a customer base already active in its portfolio. It is appropriate to highlight the tendency among 
operators to leave the variable fee to the prosumers. 
 
 
 
 

Type of contract Business Model 

Technological infrastructure bought from the BSP and 
given as loan for use to the clients. The cost falls on the BSP 
- 1.5 k€ per asset 

 

BM 
CDM1 
CDM2 
CDM3 
TDM1  

Cost of the technological infrastructure supported by the 
prosumer ESCoM 

Offer inclusive of the platform and the technology 
infrastructure - the offer is supplied as loan for use to the 
BSP with an annual fee around 40 k€ 

BM 
ESCoM 
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Table 9 Contractual relationships between BSP and prosumers 

Type of contract Business Model 

1 

Fixed Remuneration 70 -80 % to clients 
20 - 30 % to BSP 

CDM1 
CDM2 
ESCoM 

Variable Remuneration 70 -80 % to clients 
20 - 30 % to BSP 

Other Services Offered / 

2 

Fixed Remuneration 70 -80 % to clients 
20 - 30 % to BSP 

BM 
ESCoM 

Variable Remuneration 100 % to client 

Other Services Offered Energy Audit to client (only ESCoM) 

3 

Fixed Remuneration 70 -80 % to clients 
20 - 30 % to BSP 

BM 
CDM1 
TDM2 

Variable Remuneration 
fixed value due to the customer and 

decided upon signing the contract (the 
value depends on the client) 

Other Services Offered / 

4 

Fixed Remuneration 80 - 90 % to client 
10 - 20 % to BSP 

BM 
TDM1 
TDM2 Variable Remuneration 100 % to client 

Other Services Offered / 
 

 
The differences in the percentages of the fixed remuneration due to the prosumer between the contract type 
1 and 4 are particularly significative of the difference in commercial strategy between a client driven 
aggregator and an aggregator that does not have a portfolio of customers already active and that can be 
involved in the UVAM project. In the second case, in fact, there is a tendency to increase the percentage of 
the fixed remuneration due to the customer around 90%. 
 
To conclude, much emphasis was given during interviews on the need for the operator to create a 
confidential and trusting relationship with the client. In fact, according to many operators, the involvement 
and active participation of the prosumer play a key role to create an adequate portfolio of clients. 
 
 

3.3.2.5. UVAM characteristics 
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One of the strong limitations found in the UVAM projects – a topic that will be extensively addressed in the 
discussion section – concerns the type of UVAM that have been created by the operators. The analysis was 
limited to the 8 operators who provided detailed information on their UVAM and for which this classification 
has been possible.  
 
The total MW that have been aggregated by these 8 operators are 112.9. The analysis of the individual 
UVAMs showed that 101.4 MW of these 112.9 MW consist of UVAM mono-asset. As shown in Table 10, only 
4 of the operators tried to set up multi-set UVAM; of these 4, only 1 operator has set up an UVAM with more 
than 10 assets. 
 

Table 10 Total MW as single asset UVAM VS total MW aggregate 

 

 
 
Below are the main reasons that have led operators to focus on UVAM mono-site. The following are the 
reasons that were collected during the interviews conducted with the operators and consequently limited to 
their point of view: 
 
Difficulties in managing penalties and earnings – This is the main reason given by all operators to justify the 
establishment of UVAM mono-site. It is evident that in the case of a multi-set UVAM the management of 
penalties and earnings would become extremely complicated, since the error of a single asset can affect the 
work of the entire UVAM. It is also unthinkable for the operator to bear all the costs deriving from the failure 
of a prosumer to respond - both in terms of penalties to be paid and lost customer profits - since the business 
models would not be sufficiently competitive. 
 
Difficulties in managing the trial test – Many operators have complained that the test conditions are too 
restrictive for multi-set UVAM. As a result, it was found difficult for many operators to coordinate different 
prosumers during the trial test and therefore to pass the test, despite the intention to proceed with the 
establishment of a multi-set UVAM. 
 
Too high fixed costs – This was the reason given by all operators who have to bear the costs of the 
technological infrastructure at the customer. Concerning these business models, the costs to aggregate more 
resources are much higher than the costs to set up a mono-asset UVAM. 
 
Too narrow aggregation perimeters – Some operators have complained about the difficulty of finding more 
assets to aggregate since the aggregation perimeters are too narrow.

 
Total MW as single asset UVAM Total MW aggregate 

Operator 1  36.4 36.4 
Operator 2 / 4.5 
Operator 3 2.5 6 
Operator 4 25 25 
Operator 5 3 3 
Operator 6 20 20 
Operator 7 6.5 8.5 
Operator 8 8 9.5 

TOTAL  101.4 112.9 
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4. Second level of analysis 
 
The objective of this section was to re-elaborate the information gathered in the first-level analysis in order 
to build business cases that could potentially represent the future development of UVAMs in Italy. To this 
end, 4 different case studies were created, representing 4 different types of UVAM, to each of which the 3 
most used business models by operators have been applied. In addition, with assumptions based on the 
information collected and processed during the research, a theoretical model of the future development of 
the regulation concerning the pilot projects and virtual units was created. The created case studies have been 
therefore projected within this scenario.  
 
The potential development of the UVAMs has been assessed through an economic analysis with the goal to 
investigate which are the most competitive business models depending on the different types of UVAM 
created. The economic analysis was carried out through two levels of investigation: 
 

• The first level of investigation was aimed at determining useful economic parameters to measure the 
benefits of using a specific business model. For each business model applied to each case study, the 
following economic parameters were determined: 
 

o NPV – Net Present Value: the present value of an expected series of cash flow occurring at 
different times. It depends on the discount rate and gives the profitability of a projected 
investment. 

 
o Payback time: it represents the time needed to return from an investment. It is also 

representative of the breakeven point of an investment. 
 

o IRR – Internal Rate of Return: it is a metric used in capital budgeting to estimate the 
profitability of potential investments. The internal rate of return is a discount rate that makes 
the net present value (NPV) of all cash flows from a particular project equal to zero.  
 

• The second level analysis aimed to analyze the variation of the economic parameters previously 
determined with the variation of the business case inputs. The inputs that have been changed in the 
sensitivity analysis vary on a case-by-case basis and will be introduced in the results. 

 
Following the scenario created for the development of the regulation, the selected business models and the 
types of UVAM chosen as case studies are shown. Finally, before the results, the assumptions made for the 
economic analysis of each case of study are described. 
 

4.1. Methodology  
 

4.1.1. UVAM regulation – Potential future scenario 
 
The development scenario of the regulation on UVAM that is following introduced in order to build the 
business cases was generated starting from the information gathered through a direct interview with the 
TSO. Therefore, an interview was conducted with Terna in order to understand the real interest of the TSO 
for this new market and its possible future developments. Annex 3 shows the draft of the interview that was 
conducted with the TSO. 
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Two were the key points that emerged during the confrontation with the TSO regarding the UVAM 
regulation. These key points were fundamental for the definition of the future scenario and are following 
described: 
 

• The fixed remuneration, which until now has played a key role in the participation of operators in 
the pilot projects, has been an initial incentive which, however, will unlikely reach 30 000 € / MWh 
in the future. The data provided showed that to date only an irrelevant percentage of all the bids 
have received a dispatching order from the TSO. This clearly means that, to date, the fixed 
remuneration has been fundamental for the sustainability of the aggregator business models.  
However, the real goal of the TSO is and will be to lower the fixed remuneration value to a threshold 
that makes dispatching orders, and consequently variable remuneration, indispensable for the 
sustainability of the operators' business model. This would allow the abstention of many operators 
who continue to participate in pilot projects with the only interest of receiving fixed remuneration 
and, on the other hand, would give the first real results regarding the contribution of aggregates in 
the dispatching market. 

 
• As operators have addressed during the interviews, the TSO confirmed the possibility of widening 

the range during which it is mandatory to provide flexibility service for 4 consecutive hours. In fact, 
it is evident that often the bids of the operators are at the strike price due to the actual lack of 
flexibility during the hours of the mandatory time slot: the operators issue bids close to the strike 
price to obtain the fixed remuneration and hope not to be called to dispatch flexibility. Therefore, 
the widening of the time slot can push the operator to make offers at a lower price. For the same 
reason, in addition to the widening of the time slot, the possibility of making the 4 hours of the offer 
mandatory but not consecutive is being discussed. 

 
Finally, considering the key points described, two actions have been proposed for the development of the 
Italian UVAM regulation and for the building of the theoretical model: to extend the time slot during which 
it is mandatory to offer flexibility for 4 consecutive hours and to progressively decrease the value of the fixed 
remuneration till a minimum value of 10 000 €/MWh.  
 
Table 11 shows the development of the expected regulation under the created scenario. Four different 
development periods have been determined during which the fixed remuneration gradually decreases. It is 
important to note that still for the two-year period 2019-2020, as per current regulation, a fixed 
remuneration of 30,000 € / MWh is expected. Together with the decrease in fixed remuneration, an increase 
in the time slot in which the obligation to bid is present was also envisaged. The band includes therefore 
hours when the possibility of benefiting from asset flexibility is certainly greater. It was decided not to remove 
the consecutive obligation of the offer. In fact, as the data analyzed show, dispatching orders are almost 
always consecutive for not less than 3 hours. This decision will probably be re-discussed with the further 
development of the dispatching market but for now it is left on stand-by. The period envisaged for the 
development of the legislation ends in 2030, in line with the 10-year reference period envisaged by the 
business plans created for the case studies. 
 

Table 11 The four period of development provided for the future scenario 

 

 Time Horizon Fixed Remuneration 
Threshold Value Time Slot of Mandatory Offer 

Step 1 2019 – 2020 30 000 €/MWh 4 consecutive hours from 14 to 20 

Step 2 2021 – 2023 20 000 €/MWh 4 consecutive hours from 12 to 20 

Step 3 2024 – 2026 15 000 €/MWh 4 consecutive hours from 8 to 20 
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Step 4 2027 – 2030 10 000 €/MWh 4 consecutive hours from 8 to 20 
 

 
4.1.2. The chosen business models 

 
The choice of the business models for the construction of the case studies was made considering both the 
current presence in the market and their relevance for the future development of the dispatching market. 
For example, the TDM2 model is a solution currently adopted only by two operators. However, it is clear that 
many operators are moving to grab the skills necessary for the development of the platform, and 
consequently this business model becomes a case of absolute interest. 
 
The business models chosen for the construction of the business cases are shown below. As detailed the 
same BSP can choose for different types of contracts within the same business model. The contractual types 
have been chosen based on their percentage of usage and are shown in tables below together with the 
relative business model. 
 
 

1. Pure Aggregator - Base Model (BM) 
 

Table 12 Business Cases – Base Model – Types of contractual relationship 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subjects of the contractual 
relationship Type of contract 

BSP - Prosumer 

Fixed Remuneration 75 % to client 
25 % to BSP 

Variable 
Remuneration 

fixed value due to the customer and 
decided upon signing the contract 
(the value depends on the client) 

BSP – Platform Developer Platform supplied as loan for use to the BSP. The annual 
fee depends on the type of UVAM as shown in Table 7 

BSP – Technology Provider Loan agreement for use signed by the BSP. The cost falls 
on the BSP - 1.5 k€ per asset 
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2. Pure Aggregator – ESCo Model (ESCoM) 
 

Table 13 Business Cases – ESCo Model – Types of contractual relationship 

Subjects of the contractual 
relationship Type of contractual relationship 

BSP - Prosumer 

Fixed Remuneration 75 % to client 
25 % to BSP 

Variable Remuneration 75 % to client 
25 % to BSP 

BSP – ESCo 

Platform supplied as loan for use to the BSP with an 
annual fee of the fixed remuneration. The fee increases 

with the number of UVAM 
 

Cost of the technological infrastructure supported by 
the prosumer and paid directly to the ESCo 

 

 
The relationship that is highlighted in yellow represents the partnership between BSP and ESCo. The “BSP – 
Technology Provider” is crossed since that service is built from the ESCo directly to the Prosumer.  

 
3. Technology Driven Aggregator – Model 1 (TDM1) 

 
Table 14 Business Cases – TDM1 – Types of contractual relationship 

 
 
 

4.1.3. The sources of flexibility 
 
The case studies have been characterized considering both the aggregates present today in the Italian market 
and the future development of the balancing market. First of all, the types of assets that are currently part 
of the UVAM have been determined. This was necessary to detail the UVAMs that will represent the case 

Subjects of the contractual 
relationship Type of contractual relationship 

BSP - Prosumer 
Fixed Remuneration 75 % to client 

25 % to BSP 

Variable Remuneration 90 % to client 
10 % to BSP 

BSP – Technology Provider Loan agreement for use signed by the BSP. The cost falls 
on the BSP – 1.5 k€ per asset 
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studies then analyzed. These typologies were characterized through information gathered during the 
interviews shown in Annex 2 and from literature review [17] [18] [19] [20]. 
 
In particular, for each asset belonging to each UVAM the following features have been detailed: 
 

• Modulation capacity – the modulation capacity represents the maximum power (MW) that an asset 
can offer as source of flexibility. The remuneration in terms of fixed and variable premium that the 
prosumer receives depends on this. 

 
• Theoretical availability – the hourly, monthly, seasonal range or slot during which an asset 

undertakes to offer its modulation capacity. 
 

• Actual availability - Effective potentiality to respond to any modulation orders. 
 

• Breakeven Variable Remuneration - Variable remuneration that would be necessary for the industry 
to cover the costs due to the call of the TSO, and consequently to the lack of production. 

 
These assets mainly belong to three different categories: 
 

• Industrial assets of pure consumption 
• Industrial assets of both generation and consumption 
• Consumption assets belonging to the service sector 

 
Industrial assets of pure consumption 
 
These consumption units are characterized by the total absence of internal generation plants and are to be 
intended as industrial sites whose flexibility is given by the variation of internal consumption, and therefore 
of production. The features of these units are greatly variable based on the extent of consumption of the 
production plant and on the committed withdrawal power. Furthermore, the type of activity carried out by 
the industrial site and its technical characteristics – such as batch or continuous production, the presence of 
thermal inertias, ... – play a fundamental role. 
 
The units belonging to this category are mainly medium and large industries with a modulation capacity 
ranging from 3 to 6 MW. Only a few units are small industries that have a modulation capacity of less than 1 
MW. It is important to underline that a Breakeven Variable Remuneration of over 220 €/MWh was registered 
for all the units. This value partly justifies the high bid of most operators. 
 
 Industrial assets of both generation and consumption 
 
These consumption units are characterized by the presence of programmable internal generation systems. 
The regulation of these systems the production of energy can contribute both to the internal energy 
consumption and to the provision of network services in order not to affect the industry's production cycle. 
 
The units belonging to these categories are small CHP, medium to large CHP and generator sets, with a 
modulation capacity that varies between 0.3 and 2 MW. As for the pure consumption assets, it was 
investigated the variable remuneration that would be necessary for the industry to cover the costs due to 
the call of the TSO. However, for this category the costs are way lower and are around 70 €/MWh. 
 
Consumption assets belonging to the service sector 
 
There are several possible examples of tertiary sector buildings which could be considered as a source of 
flexibility. Some of them, such as large buildings for hospital, commercial or public administration in which 
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there are CHP units, generators or large refrigeration units fall into the cases analyzed above. The units 
highlighted by the BSPs fall in the following two categories:  
 

• A tertiary sector building in which consumption modulations can be used to offer network flexibility 
 

Table 15 Service sector – 60 people apartment building – Flexibility features 

60 people apartment building 

Annual consumption per capita 1 500 kWh 

Modulation Capacity 0.003 MW 

Theoretical Availability Mon to Fri: 9 to 11 am – 3 to 7 pm 
Sat to Sun: / 

Actual Availability 80 % 
 

 
• A tertiary sector building equipped with a storage system coupled with a photovoltaic system. In this 

case the modulations are performed using only the storage 
 

Table 16 Service sector – 60 people apartment building with FV – Flexibility features 

60 people apartment building with FV 

Annual consumption per capita 1 500 kWh 

Size of the PV system 20 kW 

Size of the storage system 15 kWh 

Modulation Capacity 0.01 MW 

Theoretical Availability Mon to Fri: 9 to 11 am – 3 to 7 pm 
Sat to Sun: / 

Actual Availability 90 % 
 

 
 
Theoretical availability  
 
As described, during the interviews, BSPs were asked to specify the theoretical availability of the different 
units. Given the obvious differences between the theoretical availability of different units, it was decided to 
assume the same theoretical availability for each asset, which corresponds to the obligation envisaged by 
the legislation: 4 consecutive hours from Monday to Friday. This assumption was not decisive for the 
purposes of the analysis. 
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4.1.4. Cases of study  
 

4.1.4.1. Case of study 1 
 
Since mono-asset UVAMs represent today the 90% of the cases in the market, as a first case study it was 
decided to consider a mono-asset UVAM consisting of a pure consumption industrial unit.   
 

Table 17 Case of study 1 – UVAM configuration 

Type of UVAM Type of asset Capacity of modulation 
Mono-asset Industry – pure consumption 5.2 MW 

 

As shown by Table 18, case study 1 includes a scenario that predicts an increase in the number of UVAMs 
owned by the BSP. The time frame is the same as the scenario created for the UVAM regulation. 
 

Table 18 Case of study 1 – UVAM development scenario 

Time horizon Number of UVAM 

Step 1 2019 – 2020 1 

Step 2 2021 – 2023 2 

Step 3 2024 – 2026 3 

Step 4 2027 – 2030 4 
 

 
4.1.4.2. Case of study 2 

 
As a case study 2, a multi-asset UVAM which includes different industrial plants with generating units has 
been hypothesized. The UVAM capacity of modulation is 3.3 MW. Table 19shows the composition of the 
UVAM for case study 2.   
 

Table 19 Case of study 2 – UVAM configuration 

 Type of asset Capacity of modulation Number of units 

Asset 1 Small CHP 0.3 MW 1 
Asset 2 Medium to Large CHP: unit 1 0.9 MW 1 
Asset 3 Medium to Large CHP: unit 2 1.4 MW 1 
Asset 4 Genset 0.7 MW 1 

Total capacity of modulation 3.3 MW 
 

 
As shown by Table 20, case study 2 includes a scenario that predicts an increase in the number of UVAMs 
owned by the BSP. The time frame is the same as the scenario created for the UVAM regulation. The 
composition of the new UVAMs built on the time frame by the BSP is the same as the one shown by Table 
19. 
 

Table 20 Case of study 2 – UVAM development scenario 

Time horizon Number of UVAM 

Step 1 2019 – 2020 1 

Step 2 2021 – 2023 2 
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Step 3 2024 – 2026 3 

Step 4 2027 – 2030 4 
 

 
4.1.4.3. Case of study 3 

 
The third case study is based on residential users. Residential utilities represent the great challenge that the 
flexibility market is trying to face. Therefore, as a case study 3, a multi-asset UVAM which includes only 
residential units has been created. The UVAM capacity of modulation is 2.9 MW. Table 21 shows the 
composition of the UVAM for case study 3.   
 

Table 21 Case of study 3 – UVAM configuration 

 Type of asset Capacity of modulation Number of units 
 

Asset 1 
 

60 people apartment building 
 

0.003 MW 
 

300 

Asset 2 

 
60 people apartment building 

with 20 kW PV system and 
storage 

0.01 MW 200 

Total capacity of modulation 2.9 MW 
 

 
As shown by Table 22, case study 3 includes a scenario that predicts an increase in the number of UVAMs 
owned by the BSP. The time frame is the same as the scenario created for the UVAM regulation. The 
composition of the new UVAMs built on the time frame by the BSP is the same as the one shown by Table 
21. 
 

Table 22 Case of study 2 – UVAM development scenario 

Time horizon Number of UVAM 

Step 1 2019 – 2020 1 

Step 2 2021 – 2023 2 

Step 3 2024 – 2026 3 

Step 4 2027 – 2030 4 
 

 
4.1.4.4. Case of study 4 

 
Case study 4 represents a mixed UVAM in which both residential users and industrial units with generation 
systems are present. The UVAM has a total modulation capacity of 3.1 MW and consists of the following: 
 

Table 23 Case of study 3 – UVAM configuration 

 Type of asset Capacity of modulation Number of units 

Asset 1 Medium to Large CHP: unit 2 1.4 MW 1 

Asset 2 Genset 0.7 MW 1 
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Asset 3 
60 people apartment building 

with 20 kW PV system and 
storage 

0.01 MW 100 

Total capacity of modulation 3.1 MW 
 

As shown by Table 24, case study 4 includes a scenario that predicts an increase in the number of UVAMs 
owned by the BSP. The time frame is the same as the scenario created for the UVAM regulation. The 
composition of the new UVAMs built on the time frame by the BSP is the same as the one shown by Table 
23. 
 

 

Table 24 Case of study 2 – UVAM development scenario 

Time horizon Number of UVAM 

Step 1 2019 – 2020 1 

Step 2 2021 – 2023 2 

Step 3 2024 – 2026 3 

Step 4 2027 – 2030 4 

 
 

4.1.5. Assumptions 
 
Before detailing the calculations made to determine the parameters previously defined, it is appropriate to 
define the assumptions that have been made for each case study. It is appropriate to distinguish the different 
cases since they present different inputs. 
  

4.1.5.1. Case of study 1 
 
The assumptions that have been made for the construction of case study 1 are following described. These 
inputs are the same for all the business models applied to case study 1. 
 

• Bid value – The bid value was assumed to be 300 € / MWh. The objective was to have the variable 
remuneration due to the customer equal to the value necessary for the customer to return to the 
production costs. Since this breakeven value is around 220 € / MWh, a bid of 300 € / MWh was 
considered valid for all business models, as shown in Table 25. 

 
 

Table 25 Case of study 1 – Bid value and remuneration to client depending on the business model used 

 BM TDM1 ESCoM 
Value of the bid 300 €/MWh 300 €/MWh 300 €/MWh 

Type of contract Fixed value to client 87 % to client 75 % to client 

Remuneration to 
client 

250 €/MWh 261 €/MWh 230 €/MWh 

 
• Yearly theoretical availability – The availability to modulate the maximum UVAM capacity was 

assumed to be 1044 h/year. This value corresponds to the hours needed to return to the obligation 
set by the UVAM regulation.  
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• Percentage of calls from the TSO – The data provided by Terna have shown that high bid values 
determine a very low percentage of calls. In the two-year period 2018-2019, for the bid around 300 
€/MWh, the percentage of calls was less than 1% - value assumed for this case study. 

 
• Discount Rate – Discount rate was assumed to be 6%. 

 
• Costs of the platform – The inputs regarding the cost of the platform for the three different business 

models are shown in Table 26. 
 

 

Table 26 Case of study 1 – Cost of the platform for the three different business models 

 BM TDM1 ESCoM 
Type of contract Loan for use Internal development Loan for use 

Investment cost 
Fee: 18 000 €/year 

110 000 € Fee: 15 % of the fixed 
remuneration Yearly cost 9 000 €/year 

 
4.1.5.2. Case of study 2 

 
The assumptions that have been made for the construction of case study 2 are following described. These 
inputs are the same for all the business models applied to case study 2. 
 

• Bid value –The breakeven value of the assets belonging to this UVAM is around 70 €/MWh; a bid of 
120 €/MWh was therefore considered valid for all business models, as shown in Table 27. 

 
Table 27 Case of study 2 – Cost of the platform for the three different business models 

 BM TDM1 ESCoM 

Value of the bid 120 €/MWh 120 €/MWh 120 €/MWh 

Type of contract Fixed value to client 87 % to client 75 % to client 

Remuneration to 
client 

100 €/MWh 104.4 €/MWh 90 €/MWh 
 

 
• Yearly theoretical availability – The availability to modulate the maximum UVAM capacity was 

assumed to be 1044 h/year. The annual availability and the time slots in which the capacity was made 
available were assumed to be equal for each asset. 

 
• Percentage of calls from the TSO – In the two-year period 2018-2019, for the bid around 120 €/MWh, 

the percentage of calls was less than 10%. A value of 8% was assumed for this case study.  
 

• Discount Rate – Discount rate was assumed to be 6%. 
 

• Costs of the platform – The inputs regarding the cost of the platform for the three different business 
models for this type of UVAM are shown below. 
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Table 28 Case of study 2 – Cost of the platform for the three different business models 

 
 

 BM TDM1 ESCoM 
Type of contract Loan for use Internal development Loan for use 

Investment cost 
Fee: 30 000 €/year 

145 000 € Fee: 20 % of the fixed 
remuneration Yearly cost 12 000 €/year 

 
4.1.5.3. Case of study 3 

 
The case study 3 represents the most complex case since the high number of assets that the BSP handles 
over the 11 years. The platforms used for these types of UVAM have very complex algorithms and very high 
costs. The type of contract envisaged by the ESCoM business model for the loan of the platform does not 
currently take into account the use of such complex platforms. Consequently, the ESCoM business model is 
not applied to this case study. 
 
The assumptions that have been made for the construction of case study 3 are following described. These 
inputs are the same for all the business models applied to case study 3. 
 

• Bid value – The breakeven value of the assets belonging to this UVAM is around 50 €/MWh; a bid of 
110 €/MWh was therefore considered valid for all business models, as shown in Table 29. 
 

Table 29 Case of study 3 – Cost of the platform for the three different business models 

 BM TDM1 ESCoM 
Value of the bid 110 €/MWh 110 €/MWh 110 €/MWh 

Type of contract Fixed value to client 87 % to client 75 % to client 

Remuneration to 
client 

95 €/MWh 95.7 €/MWh 93.5 €/MWh 
 

 
• Yearly theoretical availability – The availability to modulate the maximum UVAM capacity was 

assumed to be 1044 h/year. The annual availability and the time slots in which the capacity was made 
available were assumed to be equal for each asset. 

 
• Percentage of calls from the TSO – A value of 12% was assumed for this case study.  

 
• Discount Rate – Discount rate was assumed to be 6%. 

 
• Costs of the platform – The inputs regarding the cost of the platform for the three different business 

models for this type of UVAM are shown below. 
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Table 30 Case of study 3 – Cost of the platform for the three different business models 

 BM TDM1 

Type of contract Loan for use Internal development 

Investment cost 
Fee: 40 000 €/year 

190 000 € 

Yearly cost 18 000 €/year 

 
4.1.5.4. Case of study 4 

 
As for case study 3, the ESCoM business model is not applied to case study 4. The assumptions that have 
been made for case study 4 are the same of case study 3.  
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4.2. Results  
 

4.2.1. Case of study 1  
 
Table 31 shows the economic parameters obtained for each business model applied to case study 1. The 
parameters were calculated considering a time frame of 11 years. For this case study, the BM business model 
represents the most competitive solution, since the payback time of the investment is 0 years and the NPV 
is higher than the ones of ESCoM and TDM1 models.  
 
 

Table 31 Case of study 1: NPV, Payback time and IRR 

 
 
 
A direct comparison between the economic parameters of the BM model and the TDM1 model shows that 
for a mono asset configuration the development of the platform still represents a not very competitive 
solution. In fact, considering that the fixed remuneration is the same for both models and that the percentage 
of calls are too low for the variable remuneration to significantly influence the economic parameters, it is 
clear that the difference in value between the NPVs of the two business models lies in the platform costs. It 
would be interesting to widen the temporal space of the analysis to understand the long-term 
competitiveness of the TDM1 model. Therefore, regarding case study 1, the platform provided as loan for 
use is the most competitive solution. 
 
Instead, a direct comparison between the BM model and the ESCoM model shows that for this case of study 
the fixed remuneration has a greater weight on the profitability of the business model than the variable 
remuneration. The percentage of calls placed as input - 1% - although truthful, is strongly conditioning since 
it considerably limits a business model that focuses considerably on the variable fee. This is confirmed by the 
sensitivity analysis presented in Figure 16 where it was decided to evaluate the variation of the NPV for the 
three models by increasing the percentage of calls made by the TSO. The ESCoM model appears in the case 
of a higher percentage of calls the most competitive model, since it is focused mainly on the variable fee.  
 

 NPV Payback time IRR 

BM 325 k€ / / 

ESCoM 261 k€ / / 

TDM1 291 k€ 2.5 years 56 % 
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Figure 16 Case of study 1: variation of the NPV for the BM, TDM1 and ESCoM business models as the percentage of calls from the 
TSO varies 

Finally, Figure 17 shows the annual operating profit obtained - for the duration of the time frame - in the case 
of the BM business model. It is clear that the BSP has a positive operating profit independently from the 
activations and therefore from the variable remuneration, that have a marginal weight on the budget. it is 
important to point out that if the fixed remuneration is eliminated, the BM business model would not be 
sustainable since the variable remuneration is not sufficient to recover the costs. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 17 BM – Case of study 1: annual operating profit divided into Costs, Earnings from variable remuneration, Earnings from 
fixed remuneration 
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It should be also emphasized that in the economic analysis presented, the costs relating to the commercial 
structure that the operators with the BM and TDM1 business models must create to establish a relationship 
with customers have not been considered. These costs certainly represent a competitive advantage for the 
operator who has adopted the ESCoM model. 
 
 

Annex 4 shows the calculations that have been done to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR for case of 
study 1.  
 

4.2.2. Case of study 2  
 
Table 32 shows the economic parameters obtained for each business model applied to case study 2. The 
parameters were calculated considering a time frame of 11 years. For this case study, the ESCoM business 
model represents the most competitive solution, since the payback time of the investment is 0 years and the 
NPV is considerably higher than the ones of ESCoM and TDM1 models.  
 

Table 32 Case of study 2: NPV, Payback time and IRR 

 
 
There are two reasons that make the ESCoM model particularly competitive for this case study. First of all, 
the contract type of the ESCoM model provides the highest variable remuneration among the three business 
models for which the analysis was developed. As a result, the high call rate - around 8% - allows the operator 
to have substantial earnings from the variable remuneration. Second, the ESCoM model provides that the 
payment of the platform is included in the partnership contract that the operator signs with the ESCoM - 
corresponding to about 15% of the fixed remuneration. Of course, in the case of a low UVAM number 
contracted by the operator, as the case of study, this formula is particularly advantageous. 
 
To better develop the concept behind the second motivation, the sensitivity analysis was done by evaluating 
the variation of the NPV with the variation of the number of UVAM contracted by the operator. To do this, 
seven different scenarios were created in which the number of contracted UVAM was progressively 
increased - Table 33. Figure 18 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis: the increase in the number of 
contractual UVAMs leads the ESCoM model to not being aymore the most competitive model. Indeed, the 
remuneration that the operator must give to the ESCo for the platform use increases with the number of 
UVAM, while it is constant for the BM and TDM1 models. 
 

Table 33 Scenarios of UVAM development 

Time horizon 
Number of UVAM contracted by the BSP 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 

Step 1 2019 – 2020 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Step 2 2021 – 2023 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Step 3 2024 – 2026 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Step 4 2027 – 2030 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 

 NPV Payback time IRR 

BM 77 k€ 2.5 years 52 % 

ESCoM 230 k€ / / 

TDM1 79 k€ 6.5 years 16 % 
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Figure 18 Case of study 2: variation of the NPV for the BM, TDM1 and ESCoM business models as the number of UVAMs aggregated 

varies 

 
Annex 5 shows the calculations that have been done to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR for case of 
study 2.  
 
 
 

4.2.3. Case of study 3 
 
Table 34 shows the economic parameters obtained for each business model applied to case study 3. The 
parameters were calculated considering a time frame of 11 years. The ESCoM model was not included in the 
analysis carried out for the case study 3. Both the BM and the TDM1 models appear to be competitive 
although they have high payback times - 7.5 and 8.5 years respectively. Surely, the NPV makes the TDM1 
model more attractive. 
 

Table 34 Case of study 3: NPV, Payback time and IRR 
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 NPV Payback time IRR 

BM 19 k€ 7.5 years 14 % 

TDM1 36 k€ 8.5 years 10% 
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The competitive advantage seems to reside once again in the costs of the platform. For this particular case, 
the annual costs of a platform loan are rather high, given the complexity of the platform required. This makes 
the internal development or the purchase of the platform definitely a more competitive solution. 
 
It is shown in Figure 19 the annual operating profit obtained - for the duration of the time frame - in the case 
of the TDM1 business model. For this business model, both fixed remuneration and variable remuneration 
are necessary for the economic sustainability of the business model, limiting the analysis to 11 years. 
However, if a possible development of the legislation was assumed that would lead to the elimination of the 
fixed fee after the 11 years of the time frame, the business model would still be competitive given the 
increase of the variable remuneration.  
 

 
 

Figure 19 TDM1 – Case of study 3: annual operating profit divided into Costs, Earnings from variable remuneration, Earnings from 
fixed remuneration 

 
It is finally interesting to verify the variation of the NPV with the number of contracted UVAMs, as done for 
the case study 2. The scenarios are the same as shown in Table 33. As shown by Figure 20, the greatest 
number of UVAM the BM model becomes more competitive reaching NPVs similar to those of the TDM1 
model. This is due to the percentage of the variable fee who is higher for the BM model. 
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Figure 20 Case of study 3: variation of the NPV for the BM and TDM1 business models as the number of UVAMs aggregated varies 

 
Annex 6 shows the calculations that have been done to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR for case of 
study 3.  
 

4.2.4. Case of study 4 
 
 
Table 35 shows the economic parameters obtained for each business model applied to case study 4. The 
parameters were calculated considering a time frame of 11 years. The ESCoM model was not included in the 
analysis carried out for the case study 4. Both the BM and the TDM1 models appear to be competitive 
although they have high payback times - 6.5 and 8.5 years respectively. Surely, the NPV makes the TDM1 
model more attractive. 
 

Table 35 Case of study 4: NPV, Payback time and IRR 

 
 
A situation similar to that seen in the case study 3 is presented, with the differences in the value of the NPV 
that mainly resides in the type of contract for the use of the platform. As before, it is shown in Figure 21 the 
annual operating profit obtained in the case of the TDM1 business model. Again, the fixed remuneration is 
necessary to recover from the initial investment costs. However, once the initial investment returns, the 
variable remuneration is sufficient for the sustainability of the business model. 
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Figure 21 Figure 19 TDM1 – Case of study 4: annual operating profit divided into Costs, Earnings from variable remuneration, 
Earnings from fixed remuneration 

 
 
Annex 7 shows the calculations that have been done to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR for case of 
study 4.  
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5. Discussion 
 
The scenario that emerges from the business models analyzed shows the uncertainty represented by a 
regulatory framework in an "experimental" phase from which it has been difficult to understand the 
development expected for the UVAM pilot projects. Consistently with the "experimental" phase of the 
market, of which the pilot projects are representative, a reference business model has not emerged from the 
analysis. To confirm this, some operators have stressed their interest in implementing different business 
models on different UVAMs in order to: 
 

• involve customers outside their "relationship perimeter" (for those who in the first period have 
mainly relied on customers with existing relationships); 

 
• test the "goodness" of alternative technological solutions (for example those in the internal 

development phase). 
 
Despite the heterogeneity that emerges from the analysis of the different business models implemented, the 
most common model to date is the "client driven" model. This evidence reveals the wait-and-see attitude of 
the operators who have decided to participate in the UVAM pilot projects, which can be translated into the 
willingness of operators to take part in a new market without, however, introducing investments in a still 
“experimental” phase. As shown Table 5, most operators have integrated the assets/units with which they 
already had a commercial/contractual relationship within the UVAM pilot projects – more than half of the 
currently contracted MW are units for which the BSP is also BRP. 
 
To further confirm what has been expressed, many operators did not consider it appropriate to preside over 
the development of the "technological" part, despite the widespread opinion that the technological 
infrastructure – first and foremost the platform – could represent a distinctive element for a BSP. Only 3 of 
the interviewed operators declared to use an internally developed platform and, of these 3 operators, 2 
operators use algorithms already implemented for the role of trader. 
 
To conclude the discussion of the results of the first level analysis, it is important to underline the tendency, 
among the interviewed operators, to implement UVAM mono-asset. As shown in Table 10, approximately 
90% of the MW aggregated by the interviewed operators belongs to UVAM mono-asset. This data is 
particularly distinctive since it brings to light the two main limitations encountered in this experimental phase 
of the pilot projects: 
 
Only a few operators have decided to aggregate more resources within the same UVAM. Given the value of 
1 MW as the minimum limit for participation in pilot projects, many operators, mainly due to ease of 
management, have implemented single-asset UVAM. This has certainly limited the depth of investigation 
regarding the pilot projects whose future trend is represented in Europe and Italy by the aggregation of many 
small and flexible units; 
 
Most of the operators who have contracted UVAM mono-asset offered their flexibility to the dispatching 
market always at the strike price, also for UVAM characterized by plants of production with a Breakeven 
Variable Remuneration well below the strike price. This has severely limited calls by the TSO and represents 
a strong limit for the experimental phase of the market since the management of UVAM during a call is 
certainly the most complex phase of the aggregation chain. 
 
The second level analysis aimed to analyze case studies that could represent both the current market 
scenario – case study 1 and case study 2 – and the expected development in the future – case study 3 and 
case study 4. 
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Case study 1 represents the type of UVAM most present on the market today, consumer and mono-asset 
UVAM. Although the business model is nowadays sustainable, it is clear that, assuming a future scenario that 
foresees the elimination of the fixed fee by the regulatory body, the BSP could not have a profit margin from 
a business model based on the variable remuneration. However, it can be assumed that in a future where 
each BSP will have different types of UVAM, the UVAMs made up of consumption units will take part in the 
MSD with high offers and will be called by the TSO only if necessary. 
 
A different situation is shown instead by the results obtained for case study 2, which represents a multi-site 
UVAM with generating units. The results clearly show the importance that variable remuneration has in 
determining the broad profits of the ESCoM business model – business model that has the highest NPV. 
Assuming, therefore, a remuneration scheme that provides for the elimination of the fixed consideration, 
the BSP could have significant profit margins even with the only variable remuneration. Therefore, it can be 
said that the production units will play a key role in the development of flexibility services within the 
dispatching market. 
 
The results presented by case study 3 and case study 4 can be analyzed simultaneously given the clear 
analogy. Both business models applied to case studies are sustainable within the time frame. However, 
assuming the elimination of the fixed fee following the 11 years to which the analysis is limited, the TMD1 
model, which envisages the internal development of the platform, appears more competitive. It can, 
therefore, be said that the BSPs that have decided to invest in this experimental phase to obtain long-term 
competitive advantages are more likely to have a key role in the transition that is characterizing the electricity 
market. 
 
A comparative analysis of the 4 case studies and the economic parameters obtained suggests the motivation 
regarding the decision of many operators to focus on single-site UVAM. Indeed, both NPVs, PbTs, and IRRs 
appear to be significantly higher for all business models in case study 1. This is due both to lower 
management costs and to the high value of the fixed fee currently envisaged by the regulation. 
 
To conclude, it can be affirmed that, for each case study analyzed, the elimination of the fixed remuneration 
starting from the initial year of investment would prove all the business models to be unsustainable. 
Therefore, a regulatory framework that provides for a gradual reduction of the fixed consideration up to the 
elimination, so that the BSP can recover from the initial investments, is recommended.  
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6. Conclusion 
 
In Italy, the approval of the resolution no. 422/2018 / R / EEL was the first initiative – which could be labeled 
as "epochal" – concerning the enlargement of the subjects that can participate in the MSD by offering 
regulation services and the introduction of the figure and role of the aggregator within the context of the 
electricity market. 
 
To date, as many as 25 operators have participated in the UVAM pilot projects with a total enabled power of 
around 900 MW. The first participation of the operators was encouraging. However, it is also evident the 
presence of strong drawbacks both at the operational and regulatory levels that must be overcome to allow 
these new resources to become a structural component for the management of the Italian electricity system. 
 
This paper aimed to analyze the drivers and barriers that characterized the UVAM pilot projects and the new 
role of the aggregator within the revolution that is sweeping the Italian electricity market. To do this, direct 
interviews were conducted with market operators and, through the information gathered, case studies were 
created that could help to understand the future development of flexibility units and services within the 
balancing market, both from a regulatory point of view and from an operational point of view. 
 
From the analysis of the operators' business models, a wait-and-see attitude consistent with the 
“experimental” phase of the pilot projects is evident. In fact, the most recurrent business model among 
operators appears to be the “client driven” business model which is the solution that allows the BSP to 
maximize the benefits and minimize costs over the time period envisaged by the legislation for the UVAM 
pilot projects, two years. Few operators, on the other hand, have decided to invest in technological assets to 
create a long-term competitive advantage, going beyond the time limit of the legislation. 
 
The analysis of the case studies proved very useful to understand the possible development of UVAM pilot 
projects in a future regulatory scenario. The most recurrent business models have been applied to case 
studies created ad hoc to simulate both the current market scenario and the development scenario expected 
by the dispatching market in Italy. Despite the market is today represented mainly by forms of basic 
aggregates, it is right to hope for a development towards complex forms of aggregation that allow to fully 
exploit the potential of distributed generation. 
 
The analysis of the case studies confirmed the economic sustainability of the business models applied to the 
case studies and, consequently, the economic sustainability of a new market whose definition was necessary 
and long debated. Especially the case studies 3 and 4, which depict the expected future of virtual power 
plants, outline a positive perspective since the business models proved to be sustainable, but complex if not 
accompanied by an adequate and incentive regulatory framework. 
 
In general, the analysis of the results of the case studies confirms the trend underlined by interviews with 
the operators: the investment of the BSP to internalize the production and development of the technological 
infrastructure necessary for the creation of a UVAM creates a long competitive advantage in the case of more 
complex UVAMs. This depicts a scenario where the market will move towards the distributed generation of 
many small units – case study 3 and case study 4.  
 
Despite the importance of the second-level analysis in identifying the most competitive type of business 
model according to the case studies, it is worth highlighting the importance of the regulatory body in 
accompanying the development of distributed generation within the MSD. The analysis clearly shows that 
the abolition of the fixed fee, currently under discussion in the latest consultations for the development of 
the resolution no. 422/2018 / R / EEL, would make the business model adopted by operators not sustainable. 
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Although the main focus of the paper has been on the BSP and its role in the aggregation chain, the analysis 
gave an important insight into the role that the assets and units included in the case studies will play in 
developing the flexibility market in Italy. The scenario that emerges gives a key role to both the industrial 
production units and the small distributed generation – mainly residential users – while segregating the 
industrial consumption units to a spectator role, given the value of the Breakeven Variable Remuneration 
too high to compete in the MSD. A variation of the above can be expected in the event of a net increase in 
bid prices within the MSD. 
 
Overall, the attempt to open the dispatching services market by the regulatory body in Italy has proved, in 
addition to being "epochal", to be fundamental to understand which the main drawbacks are. However, the 
wait-and-see attitude of the operators indicates the need to transform this regulatory framework from the 
experimental phase into a phase that can lead to long-term investments. The analysis carried out in this paper 
represents a starting point both for the regulatory body to seize the main drivers and barriers to be 
implemented in a future development of the regulatory framework, and therefore of the market, and for 
operators to understand which business models could, in the event of an evolution of the regulatory 
framework, offer an important competitive advantage in this initial phase of market success. 
 
In conclusion, it is certainly worth mentioning the consultation document 322/2019 / R / eel – released in 
August 2019 – within which the proposals for the evolution of dispatching services were discussed. Although 
the document was not deliberated, it is important to highlight the importance that has been given to the 
need to create a strong hedging between the European electricity markets. In particular, the document 
highlights the need to define a series of directives at national and European level that can allow electricity 
markets in Europe to communicate with each other. In fact, despite the numerous initial attempts in this 
research work, it was not possible to develop the analysis in a European context, given the great difference 
between the regulations of the single European markets. 
 

6.1. Limitations of the study  
 
The most obvious limitation that was encountered during the construction of this work is how some 
operators have participated in the UVAM pilot projects. As highlighted more than once in this report, the 
industrial consumption units, which represent most of the MW assigned to the UVAM, have a breakeven 
variable remuneration that is too high to be competitive within the MSD. It is appropriate to think, and it has 
been confirmed by the interviews themselves, that many operators have participated with owned or 
managed facilities and with the sole aim of receiving fixed remuneration, placing limits on the results 
obtained from the pilot projects and within this work. Therefore, the attempt to discern and select the 
information gathered to have a more objective analysis was constant during the writing of this paper. In 
addition to a short-term regulatory framework that has slowed down the most significant investments, the 
limitation described above can be considered one of the reasons why the "client driven" business model has 
proved to be dominant. 
 
It should also be emphasized that the regulatory development scenario in which the case studies were 
projected is consequent to a comparison with the regulatory body, but still deeply uncertain, given the 
moment of transition. It should, therefore, be stressed that the results presented in the second level analysis 
represent an inertial and indeterminate situation. 
 
During the building of the research work, some operators complained about the verticality that was given to 
the project, focusing mainly on the UVAM pilot projects and their participation in the MSD. However, it 
should be reiterated that the electricity market is a very complex and vast subject whose understanding is 
subject to a detailed analysis. The timescales envisaged for the development of the report could only allow 
a punctual and vertical analysis of the UVAM pilot projects, leaving aside other challenging aspects within 
the electricity market. 
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6.2. Future development of the study 
 
For the future developments of the paper presented here, the evolution of distributed generation within the 
flexibility market remains of great interest, with particular reference to the regulatory framework and to the 
energy community, which represents the most important trend of distributed generation. In fact, given the 
time frame envisaged by the regulatory framework within which the UVAM pilot projects fit, a continuous 
monitoring of the development of the Italian regulatory framework remains of absolute interest and 
importance. 
 
The common prospect that national electricity markets are pursuing in Europe is particularly attractive. As 
we have highlighted in the previous paragraphs, the consultation document 322/2019 / R / eel, although not 
definitive, has placed a strong emphasis on the need to integrate the Italian electricity market with European 
markets. If a benchmark of the European electricity markets appeared not feasible in this first phase of the 
pilot projects, the adaptation of the Italian legislation at European level expected in the "integrated text of 
the electrical dispatching" – of which the consultation document 322/2019 / R / eel – could certainly make 
an analysis of the business models of the operators and the regulatory framework at European level 
achievable. The proposal has also been put forward by many operators who have already made themselves 
available to collaborate on several markets. 
 
During the interviews, it was more than once highlighted by the operators the importance that the 
accumulation systems will play for the development of distributed generation within the flexibility market. 
In agreement with the partners, a particular focus is needed on the expected evolution of storage systems 
and their role in the development of energy communities. 
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Annex 1 – Draft of the interview carried out with the market operators 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Current market presence 
 

a. UVAM  
• How many UVAM did you own? 
• Characteristics of each UVAM you own 

o Perimeter of aggregation, size (MW), types and number of assets 
• Do you have UVAM that have not participated in the forward procurement auctions? 
 

b. UVAM management 
• Have you always managed to comply with the obligation to offer 4 consecutive hrs between 14 and 20 from Monday to Friday to benefit from the 
fixed remuneration? 
• Have you made any offers outside the "mandatory" time slot? 
• Have you incurred penalties for failure to comply with the dispatching order? How is the "payment" of the penalty (sharing between BSP and 
customer) managed? 
 
Structure of the Business Model 
 
The roles involved in the aggregation chain are the following: Asset owner, Asset Manager, BRP, BSP, Platform Developer, Technology Provider 
• What type of business model did you adopt in the creation / management of UVAM? 
• Is it unique for all UVAMs or are there any differences? Why? 
• Highlights of the business model: 1. Value proposition - 2. Customer segment - 3. Customer relationship - 4. Channels - 5. Key activities - 6. Key 
resources - 7. Key partners - v8. Revenue stream - 9. Cost structure 
• What is the expected evolution of your business model? 

 

Attuale presenza sul mercato 
 

a. Creazione UVAM 
• Di quante UVAM risultate titolari? 
• Caratteristiche di ciascuna UVAM di cui siete titolari 

o Perimetro di aggregazione, dimensione (MW), tipologie e numero di impianti 
• Avete UVAM che non hanno partecipato alle aste di approvvigionamento a termine?  

b. Gestione UVAM 
• Siete sempre riusciti a rispettare l’obbligo di offerta di 4h consecutive tra le 14 e le 20 dal lunedì al venerdì per 

beneficiare della remunerazione fissa? 
• Avete fatto delle offerte al di fuori della fascia oraria “obbligatoria”?  
• Siete incorsi in penali per mancato rispetto dell’ordine di dispacciamento? A cosa sono state dovute? Com’è gestito 

il “pagamento” della penale (condivisione tra BSP e cliente)? 

Articolazione del Business Model 
 
Si mostrano di seguito i ruoli coinvolti nella filiera dell’aggregazione.  
 
Proprietario dell’impianto – Gestore dell’impianto – UdD – BSP – Sviluppatore piattaforma – Fornitore tecnologico 
 

• Quale tipologia di business model avete adottato nella creazione/gestione delle UVAM?  
• È unico per tutte le UVAM o ci sono delle differenze? Perché? 
• Elementi salienti del business model: 1. Value proposition – 2. Customer segment – 3. Customer relationship – 4. 

Channels – 5. Key activities – 6. Key resources – 7. Key partners – v8. Revenue stream – 9. Cost structure 
• Qual è l’evoluzione attesa del vostro business model? 
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Findings on units that can be constituted in an Aggregated Virtual Unit 
 
Production Assets 
• Which types of production plants are suitable, in your opinion, to be part of a UVAM? Why? 

o Do you expect a change in the future? Due to what? 
• What does the opportunity cost associated with plant modulation refer to (eg loss of production, fuel cost, ...)? 

 
Consumer assets 
• Which types of users are suitable, in your opinion, to be part of a UVAM? Why? 

o Do you expect a change in the future? Due to what? 
• Which ones don't? Why? 
• Below what minimum modulation capacity is it not of interest to you to include a consumption unit in your UVAM? 
• How is the bid price determined on the MSD and by whom (eg, BSP, client)? 
• What does the opportunity cost associated with asset modulation refer to (eg, lost production, increased power consumption, ...)? 
 
Other 
• What role can storage systems play in UVA? Which storage technologies in particular? 
• What do you think about the possibility of aggregating residential users? What are the main drivers and barriers? 
 
Judgment on the regulatory framework 
 
• What is your opinion on the current regulatory framework regarding UVAM and other forms of aggregation? 
• What is your opinion on other measures (eg interruptibility and capacity) that could have an impact on the future of UVA? 

Giudizio sulle unità che possono costituirsi in una Unità Virtuale 
Aggregata 
 
Asset di Produzione 

• Quali tipologie di impianti di produzione sono adatte, a vostro avviso, per fare parte di una UVAM? Perché?  
o Si aspetta una variazione nel futuro? Dovuta a cosa? 

• A cosa fa riferimento il costo opportunità associato alla modulazione dell’impianto (es. mancata produzione, costo 
combustibile,…)?  

 
Asset di Consumo 

• Quali tipologie di utenze sono adatte, a vostro avviso, per fare parte di una UVAM? Perché? 
o Si aspetta una variazione nel futuro? Dovuta a cosa? 

• Quali invece non lo risultano? Perché? 
• Al di sotto di quale capacità minima di modulazione non è di vostro interesse includere una unità di consumo nelle 

vostre UVAM? 
• Come viene determinato il prezzo d’offerta sul MSD e da chi (es., BSP, cliente)? 
• A cosa fa riferimento il costo opportunità associato alla modulazione dell’impianto (es. mancata produzione, 

incremento della potenza assorbita, …)?  

Altro 
• Che ruolo potranno giocare i sistemi di storage in ottica UVA? Quali tecnologie di storage in particolare? 
• Cosa ne pensa della possibilità di aggregare utenze residenziali? Quali sono i principali driver e barriere? 

Giudizio sul quadro normativo-regolatorio 
 

• Qual è la sua opinione sull’attuale assetto normativo regolatorio riguardante le UVAM e le altre forme di 
aggregazione? 

• Qual è la sua opinione sugli altri provvedimenti (es. interrompibilità e capacity) che potranno avere un impatto sul 
futuro delle UVA? 
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Drivers and barriers to aggregation 

• What are the most influential aspects (drivers) that determine participation in UVAM pilot projects? (judgment from 1 to 5) 
o Economic benefit 
o Increase in the use of an underutilized asset 
o "Environmental" Image 

• What are the most influential aspects that determine the choice of the aggregator? (judgment from 1 to 5) 
o Completeness of the offer by the aggregator 
o Credibility / Reputation of the aggregator (already known for the management of other assets / provision of other services) 
o Ability to support all necessary investments 
o Proposed commercial terms 
o The BSP is already my UdD in output and / or entry 

• What are the main barriers that hinder participation in UVAM pilot projects? (judgment from 1 to 5) 
ECONOMIC 

- Return on investment (necessary investments vs expected benefits) 
- Access to own capital to finance the investment 
- Access to third party capital to finance the investment 
- "Concealed" cost of withdrawal from the network (due to increased power consumption) 
- "Conflict" with other more advantageous opportunities (eg interruptibility) 

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 
- Uncertainty of the regulatory framework 
- Compliance with current requirements (specify which requirements are perceived as the most critical) 

TECHNICAL 
- Lack of modular loads 
- Uncertainty about the compliance of the plant from a technical point of view with regards to the participation requirements 
- Impact on the production process 
- Complexity of the contractual relationship with BSP 

CULTURAL 
- Lack of awareness of flexibility services related to the modulation of loads / production by the energy management structure 
- Lack of awareness of flexibility services linked to the modulation of loads / production by top management 

Driver e barriere all’aggregazione 
 

• Quali sono gli aspetti più influenti (driver) che determinano la partecipazione a progetti pilota UVAM? (giudizio da 1 a 5) 
o Beneficio economico 
o Incremento utilizzo di un asset sottoutilizzato  
o Immagine “green” 

• Quali sono gli aspetti più influenti che determinano la scelta dell’aggregatore? (giudizio da 1 a 5) 
o Completezza dell’offerta da parte dell’aggregatore, il quale si occupa (oltre che della gestione dell’unità come 

componente della UVAM) per esempio anche della manutenzione, gestione ed eventuale repowering degli impianti  
o Credibilità/Reputazione dell’aggregatore (già conosciuto per la gestione di altri asset / fornitura di altri servizi)  
o Capacità di sostenere tutti gli investimenti necessari  
o Condizioni commerciali proposte 
o Il BSP è già il mio UdD in prelievo e/o immissione 

• Quali sono le principali barriere che ostacolano la partecipazione a progetti pilota UVAM? (giudizio da 1 a 5) 
ECONOMICI 

§ Ritorno sull’investimento (investimenti necessari vs benefici attesi) 
§ Accesso al capitale proprio per finanziare l’investimento 
§ Accesso al capitale di terzi per finanziare l’investimento 
§ Costo “occulto” di prelievo dalla rete (dovuto ad aumento della potenza assorbita) 
§ “Conflitto” con altre opportunità più vantaggiose (es. interrompibilità) 

NORMATIVI 
§ Incertezza del quadro normativo 
§ Compliance con requisiti vigenti (specificare quali requisiti sono percepiti come maggiormente critici) 

TECNICI 
§ Mancata presenza di carichi modulabili 
§ Incertezza sulla conformità dell’impianto dal punto di vista tecnico relativamente ai requisiti di partecipazione  
§ Impatto sul processo produttivo 
§ Complessità della relazione contrattuale con BSP 

CULTURALI 
§ Mancata consapevolezza dei servizi di flessibilità legati alla modulazione dei carichi/della produzione da parte 

della struttura di energy management 
§ Mancata consapevolezza dei servizi di flessibilità legati alla modulazione dei carichi/della produzione da parte 

del top management 
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Annex 2 – Schematic illustration of the information gathered from 
interviews with the 14 operators shown in Table 3 
 
Operator 1 
 

 
 

Figure 22 Operator 1 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 1

Current Market 
Presence

Hanno un totale di 9 UVAM tutte zona Nord
36,4 MW totali

Monosito - semplicità di operazione sia a livello di revenues sia a livello di penali

Unità di produzione di piccola/media taglia - impianti di produzione (taglia più grande 13MW)
-cogenerazione
-idroelettrico

-biomassa 

Sono UdD di tutti gli impianti
in parte sono impianti di cui il gruppo è proprietario

QUADRO NORMATIVO
Limite  è nella visione temporale. Le UVAM traguardano il 2020, è diffic+A10:F20ile pensare di fare degli investimenti copiosi in um ambito di cui non si 

comprende lo sviluppo futuro. Per esempio investimento futuro su modulazione automatica (da remoto) la vedono difficile perché investimento troopo alto 
per produttore o BS

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Due modellio di business differenti:

- primo modello permette di avere un vantaggio evidente dal momento che essendo proprietari dell'impianto possono detenere tutto il profitto che arriva 
dal corrispettivo fisso e eventualmente dal corrispettivo variabile. Possono anche biddare al price che preferiscono senza doversi accordare con una terza 

parte. chiaramente la gestione dell'UVAM è facilitata

- secondo modello si basa sulla relazione che creano con il cliente. importante è considerare che loro sono UdD di tutti gli impianti che partecipano alle 
UVAM. Avere un bacino di clienti esistente facilita sicuramente le operazioni

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta sempre rispettato, non sono mi stai chiamati - "i produttori non vogliono rogne" -
quindi vanno quasi sempre allo strike

Penali a carico del cliente se la responsabilità della mancata risposta è del cliente. Nell’UVAM mista penale impartita a chi non ha risposto. Penali a carico 
loro, se responsabilità è loro 

Sono UdD di tutti gli impianti

BUSINESS MODEL

Impianti di produzione.
Cercano impianti che possono offrire flessibilità. In questo cogenerazione è la migliore, mentre idroelettrico meno semplice, benchè puntino su 

idroelettrico.

Cogenerazione è solitamente attingente a industriali. Per loro è meglio partecipare periodo estivo. Durante periodo estivo offrono 100%, mentre periodo 
invernale si riservano un margine entro i limiti imposti da Terna per avere corrispettivo fisso

Non devi generare ansia al cliente sul ciclo produttivo, senza rischi ce la facciamo. Si accollano tutti i costi, cliente non ha nessun costo! Son piuttosto 
aggressivi

Sono andati dai clienti storici che hanno già dispacciato nella provincia di trento, con facilità di dialogo e confronto, gli hanno spiegato il progetto UVAM, 
con opportunità e limiti. Relazione buona  e dialogo continuo con il cliente

Baseline viene fatta dal cliente, gestione bid insieme a cliente

Mantenere chiaro e efficiente il dialogo tra Terna, gestore della piattaforma e cliente

Sviluppatore piattaforma dal momento che hanno un profit sharing sulla percentuale del corrispettivo fisso che detengono. Sviluppatore si occupa anche 
della gestione dei bid su MSD e della gestione della piattaforma

Fornitore UPM, comodato d'uso gratuito, installazione a carico proprietario impianto

Dipende dal modello di business:
- nel primo caso corrispettivo fisso e variabile al BSP 

- nel secondo caso corrispettivo fisso e variabile in logica di profit sharing con cliente (70-30)

 Costo dovuto al comodato d'uso gratuito delle UPM. Costo UPM ricade su BSP (1k€ cada)
Profit sharing percentuale del fisso (8-12 %) con gestore e provider piattaforma al posto di fee annuale

Costo connessione asset-BSP
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Operator 2 
 

 
 

Figure 23 Operator 2 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 2

Current Market 
Presence

Gestiscono circa 400 utenze
Con circa 2 MW contrattualizzati

Si tratta dell'unico vero operatore in Italia che ha deciso di aggregare piccole utenze residenziali. SI tratta chiaramente di un UVAM multisito

Si tratta di circa 400 utenze residenziali, tipicalmente organizzate con impianto FV di 3 kW e 5kW 
è  presente uno storage elettrico in ogni sito che sono sempre batterie - "utenti prosumage"

Si tratta di clienti che avevano già l'impianto FV e il i sistema di storage installato. Questi clienti sono riusciti a sfruttare incentivi regionali stanziati 
appositamente per la creazione di generazione distribuita. Affermano che senza questi incentivi il business model non sarebbe sostenibile, nè per i clienti nè 

per loro nel caso dovessere accollarsi spese, come installazione batteria o impianto

QUADRO NORMATIVO
iStiamo parlando di utenti che hanno già una sistema di storage installato, che per il discorso delle UVAM ha un'influenza importante. Difficile rientrare nei 

costi senza incentivi su storage. Diverso è un discorso a livello di energy community dove lo stesso prosumage può partecipare a scambi energetici su più 
mercati rientrando nei prezzi

UVAM management

Non hanno mai offerto fuori dall'orario obbligatorio e hanno sempre rispettato l'obbligo di offerta

Le penali sono a carico del cliente se non rispetta l'offerta in caso di chiamata. Penalties management molto complicato dal momento che sono tantissime 
utenze. Per l'errore di un utente si rischia di compromettere il funzionamento dell'intera UVAM. Le altre utenze rischiano di incorrere in penali senza che 

abbiano commesso alcun errore. In parte le penali sono anche a carico loro. Dipende casa a caso. 

Non hanno incontrato particolari problemi con l'UdD/BRP

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Aggregano solo utenze residenziali di piccola dimensione. Sono gli unici attualmente nel mercato a farlo. 

"
Si tratta di circa 400 utenze residenziali, tipicalmente organizzate con impianto FV di 3 kW e 5kW 
è  presente uno storage elettrico in ogni sito che sono sempre batterie - ""utenti prosumage"""   

è stato fondamentale per raggiungere i loro obbiettivi l'appoggio della regione che gli ha permesso di aggregare quegli utenti che avevano usufruito degli 
incentivi della regione per l'installazione di baccini di storage elettrico, così riducendo notevolmente l'iniziale prezzo di investimento che  avrebbero dovuto 

avere per aggrgegare queste risorse

utenti già avvisati da RSE e regione in merito alla possibilità di entrare a far parte di una UVAM. Utenti compilano online sul sito del RSE la autorizzazione a 
partecipare al progetto. Dopo queste fasi Evolvere contatta gli utenti, solo dopo approvazione RSE

All'uente viene garantita la soglia minima (profilo minimo) di autoconsumo, garantiscono un beneficio economico all'utente che partecipa all'erogazione 
del servizio. Il contributo fisso e variabile che viene dato da terna, viene diviso tra coloro che hanno contribuito

Utenti non pagano niente (comodato d'uso)

Algoritmi previsionali e di ottimizzazione per la gestione dell'aggregato, che possono essere usati sia da utenti sia dal DSO stesso

Gestione tecnologica dell'aggregato?
Hanno un loro smarthome che viene installato all'interno delle utenze.  è stato aggiunto un controller collegato all'inverter che permette allo storage di 

comunicare con il controller
Usano la connettività dell'utene (LAN o wifi) per connettere direttamente la loro APP, altrimenti installano un modem 3G all'interno del loro controller. 

Eugenio è la piattaforma cloud che usano
Hanno un installatore che si presenta direttamente dall'utente 

Eugenio è come una piattaforma cloud 

Regioni che li hanno appoggiati permettendogli di comunicare con clienti che avevano ricevuto incentivo 

corrispettivo fisso e variabile proporzionale alla partecipazione degli utenti. Algoritmo di distribuzione del fisso e variabile.

Dispositivo viene fornito in comodato d'uso gratuito (non ha un vero e proprio costo perché prodotto da loro)
Installazione anche gratuita. 

Penali a loro carico

In un futuro
Eugenio ha un costo di 400 €

Controller 50 €
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Operator 3 
 

 
 

Figure 24 Operator 3 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 3

Current Market 

Presence

Hanno 2 UVAM
Con circa 12 MW contrattualizzati

1 UVAM è monosito
1 UVAM è un aggregato di 7 diversi prosumers

Unità di cogenerazione principalmente, ma anche alcun unità di consumo

Preferiscono UVAM monosito per: 

- Semplicità di gestione, trasparenza economica anche nei confronti di Terna
- Periodi di aggrgeazione forse ristretti - non sempre facile trovare più punti da aggregare

- Chiaramente gestione operativa dei clienti difficile nel caso di un aggregato

QUADRO NORMATIVO

L'incertezza sul futuro e sullo sviluppo delle UVAM, sta frenando molto gli investimenti

Dovrebbero diminuire i limiti legati all'obbligo di offerta. L'obbligo di 4h ore consecutive è difficile da rispettare e limita la possibilità di attrarre potenziali 
clienti 

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Lavorano con clienti con cui hanno già una relazione commerciale, di cui sono UdD per esempio

UVAM management

Non hanno mai offerto fuori dall'orario obbligatorio e hanno sempre rispettato l'obbligo di offerta

Le penali sono a carico del cliente se non rispetta l'offerta in caso di chiamata

Non hanno incontrato particolari problemi con l'UdD/BRP, dal momento che in parte sono loro stessi UdD degli impianti. Sono UdD di impianti che hanno 
partecipato al progetto UVAM con altri BSP, ma non hanno mai negato al prosumer la partecipazione

BUSINESS MODEL

Unità di cogenerazione principalmente, ma anche alcun unità di consumo. Anche reti di teleriscaldamento

Puntano molto sulla relazione che sono riusciti a creare con il cliente grazie ad altri progetti precedenti

Sono UdD della maggior parte degli impianti. Il loro mercato è principalmente in Emilia Romagna, dove in effetti sono locate tutte le loro UVAM

20-30% del fisso
20-30% del variabile

Costo piattaforma basso, usano ua piattaforna con costo di circa 30k€/annui
Fisso 70/80 % al cliente 
Variabile 80% al cliente

Costo infrastruttura tecnologica se lo accollano loro, comodato d'uso gratuito al cliente
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Operator 4 
 

 
 

Figure 25 Operator 4 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 4

Current Market 
Presence

Hanno 5 UVAM
Con circa 25 MW contrattualizzati o in fase di contrattualizzazione

Solo UVAM monosito

Unità di cogenerazione principalmente, ma anche alcun unità di consumo

 Sono UdD di alcuni impianti

Vorrebbero spostarsi verso l'aggregazione, avere tante piccole unità. Difficile sia a livello di gestione che a livello di costi. Infatti, a parità di ricavi si hanno 
molti più costi (basta pensare a installazione UPM). Anche software stesso non ha bisogno di essere particolarmente complesso per gestire un sito, mentre 

si tratta di una cosa più complicata se si consisera aggregazione di più impianti

QUADRO NORMATIVO

L'incertezza sul futuro e sullo sviluppo delle UVAM, sta frenando molto gli investimenti, come lo sviluppo di una piattaforma interna
anche nel contatto con il cliente, perché rischi di contattare un cliente e che poi finiscano i MW disponibili o che magari si vada al ribasso (ci vogliono un 

paio di mesi a diventare operativi)

sicuramente unità di consumo senza corrispettivo di consumo sono out

UVAM management

Non hanno mai superato il limite di 30%, quindi corrispettivo fisso sempre preso. Hanno provato ad andare sotto strike price, sono stati chiamati (erano 
comunque vicino allo strike - 380?)

Penali sul cliente per responsabilizzarlo, ci sono alcuni che si accollano le penali, strategia più aggressiva

Tra gli impianti per cui non sono UdD, più della metà hanno detto di no

Una cosa che va superata a livello di regolazione. Adesso serve motivazione scritta però è l'autorità che deve decidere se effettivamente si crea situazione 
complicata per  BRP/UdD 

ENEL per esempio era BRP di tantissimi impianti e questo l'ha aiutata molto a raggiungere il quorum che hanno raggiunto

BUSINESS MODEL

Unità di cogenerazione principalmente, ma anche alcun unità di consumo

Non devi generare ansia al cliente sul ciclo produttivo, senza rischi ce la facciamo. Si accollano tutti i costi, cliente non ha nessun costo! Son piuttosto 
aggressivi

Sono UdD della maggior parte degli impianti

Stanno sperimentando più modelli e soluzioni. Sono proprietari di due società (all'estero) che sviluppano sia la struttura tecnologica sia la piattaforma

- esternalizzando la struttura tecnologica, fornisce tutto una società esterna (UPM, connessione, piattaforma)
- soluzione internalizzata, usata però in altri paesi, devono adattarla

Non hanno un modello specifico, hanno la possivilità di sperimentare ogni modello 
Ad ora più usato modello con struttura tecnologica e piattaforma esterne

20-30% del fisso
20-30% del variabile

Costo piattaforma basso, usano ua piattaforna base 10-20k€
70-90 fisso al cliente, chi è più aggressivo va sul 90%

Per il variabile stesso share
Costo infrastruttura tecnologica se lo accollano loro, comodato d'uso gratuito al cliente
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Figure 26 Operator 5 - results of the interview carried out 
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QUADRO NORMATIVO /

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta è sempre stato rispettato, mentre i bid sono stati fatti sempre allo strike price

Penali a carico del cliente se errore modulazione è del cliente.

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Fornitore esterno per infrastruttura tec (UPM + connessioni) più piattaforma: gestione ottimizzazione e trading software interno, mentre 
rapporto/comunicazione con terna usano una piattaforma in cloud esterna

Lavorano con clienti con cui hanno già una relazione commerciale

Cogenerazione (anche teleriscaldamento), da 1 MW in su. Teleriscaldamento e cogeneratori son interessanti, però bisogna trovare il calore da smaltire.
Esempio: è difficile pensare di utilizzare cogen nel teleriscaldamento per più di due ore senza  smaltire il calore che si è costretti a produrre

Cercano di mantenere un rapporto "umano" con il cliente
Maggior parte del revenue al cliente, si tengono una parte per coprire costo di struttura e investimento. Al cliente importa del corrispettivo fisso

La relazione con il cliente è già pre-esistente dal momento che approcciano asset di cui loro sono già UdD

Fornitore piattaforma e tecnologia

20-30% del fisso
20-30% del variabile

UPM ha un costo suo < 1000 k€. Viene data in comodato d'uso gratuito al cliente e UPM installata direttamente dal cliente
Piattaforma price unico, intorno ai 20k€ annuali, prezzo base dovuto alla semplicità della struttura monosito

Operatore 5

Current Market 
Presence

Monosito

Unità di produzione

Sono UdD dell'unità di produzione
Monosito per difficoltà gestionali, dal test di prova all'operabilità

3 MW
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Figure 27 Operator 6 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 6

Current Market 
Presence

Non sono UdD degli impianti
Vorrebbero incrementare, ma bisogna capire se vanno in saturazione le aste. Se si va in saturazione difficile ridurre per le unità di consumo il premio dalla 

soglia dei 30k€. Lui pone come soglia 20k

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta è sempre stato rispettato, mentre i bid sono stati fatti sempre allo strike price

Penali a carico del cliente se errore modulazione è del cliente.

Problemi spesso con UdD
30% ha accettato

50% silenzio assenso 
20 % ha rifiutato

QUADRO NORMATIVO /

Hanno 13 UVAM
Con circa 20 MW contrattualizzati o in fase di contrattualizzazione

UVAM monosito, motivazione dovuta al test di prova. È difficile coordinare clienti differenti durante una prova. L'errore  che fa uno dei due clienti può 
inficiare l'altro cliente. Problemi pratici

Si tratta di quasi tutte unità di consumo, un paio di cogeneratori
80% unità di consumo

20% cogeneratori usati in processi industriali

impianti di soito clienti di una ESCO che è di loro proprietà 

Sono unità di consumo/produzione che avevano già un rapporto commerciale con il gruppo o con la ESCo. Dialogo con il cliente era preesistente. Clienti 
molto spesso clienti in pancia alla ESCo, un  10% dei clienti finali li han trovati loro, essendo UdD

Offrono audit gratuitamente tramite Energy Team sull'impianto - vedi anchhe intervista energy Team - per determinare flessibilità e convincere cliente

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Loro si appoggiano alla ESCO che è in pancia a loro. La ESCo fornisce tutta la struttura tecnologica (piattaforma, connessione, UPM) mentre loro 
mantengono il rapporto con Terna - gestione bid e ricezione BDE. Riescono a coinvolgere clienti di Energy Team

Unità di consumo industriali
Unità di produzione associate a impianti industriali

Cercano di mantenere un rapporto "umano" con il cliente
Maggior parte del revenue al cliente, si tengono una parte per coprire costo di struttura e investimento. Al cliente importa del corrispettivo fisso

Società che è ESCo

20-30% del fisso
cliente paga a Energy Team l'UPM (1k€-2k€), una volta comodato d'uso ma in realtà cliente è disposto a pagare

Sharing del fisso tra ESCo e BSP (ESCo può chiedere fino al 15%)

70/80 % del fisso al cliente
tutto il variabile al cliente 
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Figure 28 Operator 7 - results of the interview carried out

UVAM UVAM 1 UVAM 2 UVAM 3 UVAM 4

Power 2 MW 1 MW

Type of UVAM Monosito - Annuale - Zona Nord Monosito - Annuale - Zona Sud Mista - da Febbraio Monosito - da Giugno

Type of client unità di consumo
idroelettrico programmabile 

con una vasca di carico

due unità:

- unità di consumo

- idro non programmabile

unità di consumo

Additional infos

Compliance with the 4 
consecutive hours

Penalties management

Relationship with the 
BRP

Model 

Value proposition

Customer segment

Customer relationship

Channels

Key activities

Key resources

Key partners

Revenue stream

Cost structure

Operatore 7

Current Market 
Presence

UVAM management

Tutti i clienti hanno rispettato le 4h consecutive

Penali a carico del cliente se la responsabilità della mancata risposta è del cliente. Nell’UVAM mista penale impartita a chi non ha risposto. Penali a carico 

loro, se responsabilità è loro

Non hanno mai ricevuto una negazione da parte di un UdD esterno

Installazione da parte di Alpiq grautita e con la formula del comodato d'uso gratuito della struttura tecnologica. Diventa quindi fondamentale avere una 

base di competenze tecniche lato campo 

Alcuni degli impianti che fanno parte delle loro UVAM sono già loro clienti, dal momento che la società è loro UdD.

Si appoggiano anche a associazioni di categoria / consorzi per aumentare il loro bacino di clientela.

5,5 MW

Sono UDD di 3 dei 5 clienti 

Unità di consumo di media taglia, quelle di grandi taglia lavorano più su interrompibilità

QUADRO NORMATIVO

1) Limite grosso dovuto al test sulla UVAM. Se infatti un cliente vuole cambiare BSP, deve rifare il test di qualifica. o perdo un mese oppure complicato 

gestire il cambio di BSP

2) Per loro non ha senso avere 10 UVAM dello stesso BSP nella stessa regione. Ci sono alcuni BSP che hanno una posizione dominante, troppo dominante 

secondo loro. Un operatore ha più del 40%

3) Problematica dovuta al pagamento di penali o  alla mancata compensazione del fisso a dei clienti per colpa della mancata risposta di un cliente che 

appartiene alla stessa UVAM. Soluzione migliore attualmente è avere tante piccole unità da 1 MW ma mercato MSD perderebbe le sue vere finalità

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Internalizzazione della struttura tecnologica e della gestione del flusso di informazioni/dati  che permette di gestire tutto in modo molto flessibile e rapido, 

anche il rapporto con l’user interface. Quetso sicuramente è un vantaggio anche per il cliente finale. Bisogna considerare l'importanza che ha il rendere al 

cliente finale tutti questi processi il più rapido possibile. Sicuramente approcciarsi con un unico soggetto è un grande vantaggio. 

Impianti di produzione
Hanno puntato su impianti idroelettrici dal momento che possono dare maggiore flessibilità. Non hanno puntato su impianti cogen

Unità di consumo
Hanno puntato molto sulle unità di consumo. stabilomenti di produzione che hanno una certa flessibilità:

-accumuli di calore (vetrerie e ceramici)

- impianti che hanno catene di produzione separate, differenti linee di produzione (tessili)

Cercano di mantenere un rapporto "umano" con il cliente

Maggior parte del revenue al cliente, si tengono una parte per coprire costo di struttura e investimento. Al cliente importa del corrispettivo fisso

Provider piattaforma. 

20/30 % del fisso

Parte del corrispettivo variabile 

Fisso à 70/80 % al cliente

Variabile: valore fisso al cliente finale (dipende da tipologia cliente)

Costo piattaforma noleggio (40 k€)

Costo installazione tecnologie
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Figure 29 Operator 8 - results of the interview carried out

UVAM UVAM 1 UVAM 2 UVAM 3 UVAM 4
Power 5 MW 2 MW 1 MW 1,5 MW

Type of UVAM Monocliente Monocliente Monocliente Mista

Type of client
Consumatore:

- Industria di alluminio: 
laminazione a caldo e a freddo

Consumatore
Consumatore:

- Società che produce cavi 
elettrici

3 clienti differenti, tutti consumatori:
- 1 segheria (produzione di pellet)

- 1 trattamento metallici
- 1 trattamento metallici, con impianto FV

Additional infos

Non era né socio né cliente.
Per convincerlo hanno puntato 

su un
mercato innovativo che i suoi 

attuali
fornitori non offrivano

In questo sito c'è anche un
cogen da 1,5 MW inutilizzato
che è sicuramente una buona 
risorsa di flessibilità nel caso 
non riescano a modulare con 

il solo consumo

/

Chiaramente questi son difficili da coordinare, hanno però 
superato la prova. Per loro è stato come un test per il futuro. 

C’è stata una volontà da parte dei clienti di spingersi su questa 
nuova tematica/mercato

Compliance with the 4 
consecutive hours

Penalties management

Relationship with the 
BRP

Model 

Value proposition

Customer segment

Customer relationship

Channels

Key activities

Key resources

Key partners

Revenue stream

Cost structure

Operatore 8

Current Market 
Presence

UVAM management

Tutti i clienti hanno rispettato le 4h consecutive

Penale a carico del cliente nell'UVAM monocliente, nell’UVAM mista penale impartita a chi non ha risposto. 
Nell’UVAM mista, i clienti sono consapevoli che nel caso un cliente non risponde c’è il rischio che non ricevano il corrispettivo fisso. 

In questo caso il BSP non si prende la responsabilità per la mancanza di risposta da parte del cliente

Non hanno avuto casi di negazione dell’assenso. Loro son UDD di alcuni impianti. Per esempio nell’UVAM mista
 sono UdD di un cliente, non degli altri due

Organizzazione di workshop/convegni per creare consapevolezza riguardo alla tematica
Formulazione baseline in accordo con il cliente

Fisso à 70/80 % al cliente
Variabile à tutto al cliente

QUADRO NORMATIVO
Difficoltà di rientrare negli investimenti se il corrispettivo fisso viene eliminato

Ci vuole maggiore prospettiva futura

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Proprietari del consorzio sono società di Ravenna. Tendono a lavorare per i loro soci, che sono appunto consumatori puri. 
Creano un rapporto confidenziale e di collaborazione con il cliente, anche fatto da un rapporto di onestà intellettuale, mettendo in evidenza le criticità del 

progetto.
Seguono il cliente durante tutte le fasi della creazione della UVAM, cercando di creare consapevolezza e di coinvolgere il cliente

Lavorano con consumatori di taglia medio/grande
Proprietari del consorzio sono società di Ravenna. Tendono quindi a lavorare per i loro soci, che sono appunto consumatori puri. 

Hanno anche coinvolto consumatori che non sono loro soci. 

Cercano di mantenere un rapporto "umano" con il cliente
Maggior parte del revenue al cliente, si tengono una parte per coprire costo di struttura e investimento. Al cliente importa del corrispettivo fisso

In parte, fanno parte delle UVAM le società che fanno parte del consorzio

Provider tecnologico e provider piattaforma. 
Comprano tutto da TecnoWatt, che vende una soluzione integrata come pacchetto -> non soluzione as a service

20/30 % del fisso 
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Figure 30 Operator 9 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 9

Current Market 
Presence

Si tratta dell'operatore che ha il numero maggiore di UVAM contrattualizzate. Hanno investito tantissimo nel mercato dei progetti pilota UVAM 

Più di 100 MW contrattualizzati

Sia UVAM monosito sia UVAM multisito

Hanno impianti di generazione e impianti di consumo. Hanno anche UVAM che sono sia di produzione sia di consumo. Stanno cercando di focalizzarsi anche 
su utenti residenziali, dal momento che l'aggregazione di utenti residenziali rappresenta il nuovo grande step della generazione distribuita

Ottica di massimizzazione dei profitti per i clienti e per loro

QUADRO NORMATIVO
Hanno messo in luce con grande evidenza i limiti dello spazio temporale del regolamento. Per investire su questo mercato è necessario un orizzote 

temporale più ampio

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta è sempre stato rispettato. Hanno biddato a prezzi inferiori allo strike price 

Penali a carico del cliente se errore modulazione è del cliente.

Non hanno incontato particolari problemi con UdD

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Hanno investito tanto, fin da subito, in questo mercato. Questo gli ha permesso di avere una immagine e una posizione chiaramente avvantaggiata nel 
mercato. Hanno provveduto allo sviluppo di una piattaforma, creando un vantaggio competitivo.

Hanno impianti di generazione e impianti di consumo. Stanno cercando di focalizzarsi anche su utenti residenziali, dal momento che l'aggregazione di 
utenti residenziali rappresenta il nuovo grande step della generazione distribuita

Fanno uno scouting preliminare del cliente - scouting sia per tipologia di cliente - categoria merceologica - sia per MW. Per esempio le acciaierie sono 
molto differenti fra loro. Fanno uno scouting ad hoc che li aiuta a determinare quali clienti gli interessano

Per utenti residenziali hanno cooperato con entità locali
Molti clienti erano già loro clienti nei progetti pilota precedenti alle UVAM 

25-30 % del corrispettivo fisso
30 % del corrispettivo variabile

70-75 % del corrispettivo fisso al cliente
70 % del corrispettivo variabile al cliente

Costo infrastruttura tecnologica
Ampio budget allocato internamente per struttura commerciale dietro ai progetti pilota UVAM 

Hanno una rete commerciale ad hoc, che lavora sui progetti pilota UVAM

Infrastruttura tecnologica in comodato d'uso gratuito al cliente e comprata esternamente

Il BID è a cura loro, quindi del BSP. La logica del BID dipende dal cliente e dai costi operativi del cliente
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Figure 31 Operator 10 - results of the interview carried out 
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BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Tengono corrispettivo fisso dato al cliente piuttosto basso a confronto con altri BSP. Margine di guadagno più alto.

 Si accollano le spese dell'infrastruttura tecnologica e dell'installazione per favorire la partecipazione del cliente

Dal momento che hanno una relazione ex ante progetti pilota UVAM con i clienti, credono molto nei servizi che hannno già offerto in precedenza e nella 
fiducia che hanno creato nel cliente

unità di produzione e unità di consumo
cogeneratori principalmente

Sono clienti che di cui sono UdD o che già partecipanvano ai progetti UVAP. Son tutti clienti con cui esisteva una relazione ex ante. Questo li ha 
chiaramente aiutati a coinvolgere i clienti e a guadagnare la loro fiducia

Molte unità facevano già parte dei progetti UVAP. 
Sono UdD di alcuni impianti

Il valore del bid viene deciso da loro 
Installazione fatta e a carico loro

Non hanno esclusiva con nessun produttore tecnologico (UPM producer).

Per quanto riguarda la piattaforma usano moduli comprati esternamente apposta per partecipazione a MSD. Questi moduli si legano con la piattaforma 
che già avevano. Sono moduli complessi, con un prezzo di circa 40 k€/annui

30/40 % del fisso 
parte del variabile che non viene data al cliente, rispetto al valore fissato da contratto

Fisso à 60/70 % al cliente
Variabile è fisso e viene deciso ex ante da contratto. Solitamente deriva dal costo marginale dell'impianto

Si accollano i costi dell'infrastruttra tecnologica, che viene data in comodato d'uso al cliente

Operatore 10

Current Market 
Presence

UVAM management

Tutti i clienti hanno rispettato le 4h consecutive.  

Alcuni clienti decidono di prendersi carico delle penali. Alcuni clienti invece richiedono una condivisione delle penali, soprattutto nelle UVAM miste. La 
maggior parte dei clienti è consapevole del rischio che corrono e si accollano le penali. 

Sono UdD di molti impianti, circa l'80 % degli impianti. Di alcuni impianti non sono UdD. Hanno avuto dei problemi con UdD di alcuni impianti Hanno 
ricevuto nel 20 % dei casi un rifiuto. Non c'è stato un motivo principale per cui l'UdD ha negato la partecipazione dell'unità al progetto pilota

Sono UdD principalmente di punti di immissione, che poi partecipano ai progetti pilota (cogeneratori, idro)

Hanno sia unità di consumo, sia unità di produzione. Molte di queste unità partecipavano con EGO ai progetti UVAP

7 UVAM

91 MW

Hanno 2 UVAM monosito, le altre sono tutte UVAM multisito, con almeno 6 punti aggregati

Difficoltà commerciali e di cultura nell'aggregazione. I clienti hanno difficoltà a capire il meccanismo. C'è uno scetticismo sparso e generale nei confronti 
delle UVAM. Dal punto di vista tecnico non vedono particolare barriere - sono pronti a dispacciare
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Figure 32 Operator 11 - results of the interview carried out 
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QUADRO NORMATIVO
Difficile eliminare il corrispettivo fisso

Spazio temporale dei progetti pilota troppo ristretto per valutare l'efficacia del progetto

In parte, gli impianti sono gestiti dal BSP stesso

UVAM 
management

Tutti i clienti hanno rispettato le 4h consecutive.  

Non sono mai incorsi in penali ad ora

Non sono UdD di alcun impianto. Stanno pensando di coinvolgere impianti di cui sono UdD

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

 - non è MAI proprietaria di impianti
-  in alcuni casi è coinvolta nella gestione degli impianti

-  non è MAI UDD
- è il soggetto aggregatore

-  ha contribuito allo sviluppo delle funzionalità della piattaforma che usa
- si approvvigiona da terzi per l’infrastruttura tecnologica

PRODUZIONE:
Tutti gli impianti di cogenerazione accoppiati a processi industriali e a reti di TLR

Idroelettrici in grado di effettuare modulazione (a bacino)
FRNP solo se dotati di sistemi di accumulo

Gruppi elettrogeni di emergenza
Impianti alimentati a biogas se usciti dal periodo di incentivo

CONSUMO:
Tutti i processi sono in grado di esprimere flessibilità elettrica, non sempre però l’entità e le modalità con cui questa flessibilità può essere 

messa a disposizione ed espressa permettono (o rendono economicamente sostenibile) la partecipazione al programma UVAM

Cercano di mantenere un rapporto "umano" con il cliente
Si accollano spese tecnologiche per liberare cliente da spese di investimento che potrebbero frenarlo nella partecipazione ai progetti pilota

Provider tecnologico 

20/30 % del fisso 
Variabile mantiene la stessa percentuale del fisso 

Fisso à 70/30 % al cliente
Variabile mantiene la stessa percentuale del fisso 

Spese infrastruttura tecnologica, che viene data in comodato d'uso al cliente finale (1500 k€/cliente) 

Operatore 11

Current Market 
Presence

11 UVAM 

102,9 MW

3 UVAM multisito:
- 2 siti
- 2 siti
- 4 siti

9 unità di consumo e 10 unità di produzione
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Figure 33 Operator 12 - results of the interview carried out
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Operatore 12

Current Market 
Presence

Hanno pochi MW

0-10 MW

Solo UVAM monosito. Prevedono di sviluppare UVAM multisito nel futuro ed avere veri e propri aggregati

 Unità di consumo, laminatoi - ambito siderurgico. Difficile capire se riuscirebbero a seguire una chiamata da parte del TSO

UVAM vengono gestite manualmente

30 % del corrispettivo fisso
30 % del corrispettivo variabile

70 % del corrispettivo fisso al cliente 
70 % del corrispettivo variabile al cliente

Costo infrastruttura tecnologica data in comodato d'uso gratuito al cliente

QUADRO NORMATIVO Hanno messo in luce con grande evidenza i limiti dello spazio temporale del regolamento. temporale più ampio

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta è sempre stato rispettato. Hanno biddato a prezzi inferiori allo strike price nei progetti UVAP non per i progetti pilota UVAM 

Penali a carico del cliente se errore modulazione è del cliente.

Non hanno incontrato particolari problemi con UdD

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Hanno UVAM monosito con clienti che erano già in pancia a loro. Il trade off è minimo. Gestendo UVAM monosito possono utilizzare algoritmi che già 
utilizzano per il trading. Non c'è bisogno di una piattaforma sofisticata

Riescono a mantenere i valori del corrispettivo fisso e variabile spettanti ai clienti relativamrnte bassi dal mometo che i clienti hanno fiducia in loro per la 
relazione commericale già esistente

Per ora hanno solo impianti di consumo. Vogliono espandersi anche a unità di generazione e unità miste

Molti clienti erano già loro clienti nei progetti pilota precedenti alle UVAM 

Unità di consumo che sono loro clienti da tempo - anche all'interno dei progetti UVAP

Organizzano dei workshop annuali con i clienti
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Operator 13 
 
 

 
 

Figure 34 Operator 13 - results of the interview carried out

UVAM
Power

Type of UVAM

Type of client

Compliance with the 4 
consecutive hours

Penalties management

Relationship with the 
BRP

Model 

Value proposition

Customer segment

Customer relationship

Channels

Key activities

Key resources

Key partners

Revenue stream

Cost structure

Operatore 13

Current Market 
Presence

UVAM monosito, hanno fatto un esperimenti con un UVAM multisito

Principalmente impianti di cogenerazione, motori a gas

Per impianti di proprietà full revenue

Impianti non di proprietà:
30 % del corrispettivo fisso al cliente

30 % del corrispettivo variabile al cliente

70 % del corrispettivo fisso
70 % del corrispettivo variabile al cliente

Costo infrastruttura tecnologica 
Costo piattaforma (attorno ai 20k€)

QUADRO NORMATIVO

Sostengono che alla fine i BSP preferiscono prendere il corrispettivo fisso senza  esser chiamati. Esser chiamati potrebbe portare ad un rischio di incorrere 
in penali. Il TSO dovrebbe organnizzarsi con i BSP per chiamare gli impianti a turno e vedere come potrebbero reagire alla modulazione

Hanno deciso di limitare gli investimenti visto lo spazio temporale breve del regolamento

Circa 14 MW

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta è sempre stato rispettato. Hanno biddato a prezzi inferiori allo strike price, ma non son stati chiamati

Penali a carico del cliente se errore modulazione è del cliente.

Hanno ricevuto dei rifiuti da parte di clienti per una negazione dell'UdD dei clienti

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Lavorano principalmente con impianti di loro proprietà. Gestione UVAM sicuramente vantaggiosa
Riescono a mantenere corrispettivi fisso e variabile alto per loro dal momento che offrono servizi aggiuntivi

Principalmente impianti di cogenerazione, motori a gas

Sono impianti di proprietà. Alcuni clienti non di proprietà a cui hanno proposto anche l'O&M dell'impianto 

Attivazione manuale della chiamata, non hanno alcun sistema automatizzato

Infrastruttura tecnologica in comodato d'uso gratuito al cliente e comprata esternamente

Il BID è a cura loro, quindi del BSP. La logica del BID dipende dal cliente e dai costi operativi del cliente
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Figure 35 Operator 14 - results of the interview carried out 
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Operatore 14

Current Market 
Presence

Si tratta di un operatore che ha solo UVAM moosito con impianti di generazione di proprietà

Più di 50 MW contrattualizzati

UVAM monosito 

Sono proprietari di tutti gli impianti. Gli impianti sono essenzialmente cartiere dove ci sono delle turbine che lavorano in ciclo combinato e hanno una alta 
flessibilità in termini di MW

Dal momento che sono UVAM monosito con impianti di cui loro sono proprietari non hanno bisogno di alcuna piattaforma. Algoritmi di gestioni molto 
semplici che utilizzavano già per il trading

UVAM management

Obbligo di offerta è sempre stato rispettato. Hanno sempre biddato allo strike price

Penali a carico loro dal momento che sono proprietari degli impianti

BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC
PROPRIETARIO - GESTORE - UDD - AGGREGATORE - SVILUPPATORE PIATTAFORMA - PROVIDER TEC

Chiaramente essendo tutti impianti di produzione di proprietà loro riescono a massimizzare i profitti che derivano sia dal corrispettivo fisso sia dal 
corrispettivo variabile. Essendo UVAM monosito non c'è alcuna difficoltà nella gestioen dei bid e, nel caso ci fossero, delle chiamate

Tutto corrispettivo fisso e tutto corrispettivo varioabile nel caso di chiamata

Costi relativi a infrastruttura tecnologica necessaria lato campo. Infrastruttura comunque già presente precedentemente alla partecipazione dei loro 
impianti ai progetti pilota UVAM 

QUADRO NORMATIVO Hanno evidenziato la necessità del corrispettivo fisso per la loro partecipazione ai progetti pilota UVAM 

Solo impianti di generazione di cui sono proprietari
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Annex 3 - Draft of the interview carried out with the TSO 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UVAM enabled 
a) How many UVAMs are currently enabled? 
b) Are there any active UVAMs that have not participated in the auctions for term remuneration? 
c) How are active UVAMs made up? 
d) What is the average number of "points" included? 
e) What is the percentage of aggregate points for which the BSP also acts as a UdD? 
f) Are there non-programmable systems or accumulations? 
g) Have any cases occurred where, following Terna's audits, an inserted point has not been "approved" 

because it is not in line with the requirements of the regulation? 
h) Have there been cases of failure of the technical qualification tests? 
i) Are there frequent cases of inclusion of new points in UVAM already enabled? 
j) Were there any cases of refusal from the BRP? 
k) Have there been cases in which the DSO requested the holder to limit the modulation of energy? 

 
Activation of resources 

a) With reference to the UVAMs that did not participate in the auctions, how many "calls" were made? 
b) For which service? 
c) In how many cases was the dispatching order not respected? 

 

UVAM abilitate 
 

d. Quante UVAM risultano, ad oggi, abilitate? 
e. Esistono UVAM attive che non hanno partecipato alle aste per la remunerazione 

a termine? 
f. Come sono composte le UVAM attive? 
g. Qual è la numerosità media dei “punti” compresi? 
h. Qual è la percentuale di punti aggregati per cui il BSP fa anche da UdD? 
i. Sono presenti impianti non programmabili o accumuli? 
j. Si sono verificati casi in cui, in seguito alle verifiche di Terna, un punto inserito 

non è stato “approvato” perché non in linea con i requisiti previsti dal 
regolamento? 

k. Si sono verificati casi di fallimento delle prove tecniche di abilitazione? 
l. Sono frequenti i casi di inclusione di nuovi punti in UVAM già abilitate? 
m. Si sono verificati casi di mancato assenso da parte dell’UdD? 
n. Si sono verificati casi in cui il DSO competente ha richiesto al titolare una 

limitazione alla modulazione di energia? 

Attivazione delle risorse 

a. Con riferimento alle UVAM che non hanno partecipato alle aste, quante 
“chiamate” sono state effettuate? 

b. Per quale servizio? 
c. In quanti casi non è stato rispettato l’ordine di dispacciamento? 
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d) How many offers were made in hours not affected by the offer obligation by UVAM who participated in the 
auctions? 

e) For which service? 
f) Have they received BDE? 
g) How many calls were made following offers affected by the obligation? 
h) How many of these were followed by a correct answer? 
i) What is the average percentage of energy delivered by BSPs after receiving a BDE? 
j) Were there any cases in which certain offers were judged by Terna “not physically feasible” following a final 

check? 
k) What percentage of the fixed consideration was paid (in relation to that contracted with forward auctions)? 
l) Have there been cases in which the fixed fee was not paid for failure to comply with the obligation to bid for 

at least 70% six days in a month? 
 
Regulation and future prospects 

a) What is the motivation for which the consent of the UdD is requested? 
b) Can the correction of the Baseline compromise the UVAM's ability to provide the service if a BDE is received? 
c) Can the application of the additional fee for non-compliance with the quantities accepted in the presence of 

interruptible loads be critical for the BSP if it is not also UdD? 
d) If it is decided to extend the auctions also to 2020, by when would it be announced? 
e) What first conclusions can be drawn from the first results of the pilot project? 
f) Have any points in the regulation to be changed been identified? 
g) What are the prospects for the future? 

 

d. Quante offerte sono state effettuate in ore non interessate dall’obbligo di offerta da 
parte di UVAM che hanno partecipato alle aste? 

e. Per quale servizio? 
f. Hanno ricevuto BDE? 
g. Quante chiamate sono state effettuate in seguito ad offerte interessate dall’obbligo? 
h. A quante di queste è seguita una corretta risposta?  
i. Qual è la percentuale media del volume di energia fornito dai BSP in seguito alla 

ricezione di un BDE? 
j.  Si sono verificati casi in cui determinate offerte sono state giudicate da Terna “non 

fisicamente attuabili” in seguito ad una verifica a consuntivo? 
k. Quale percentuale del corrispettivo fisso è stata versata (in rapporto a quella 

contrattualizzata con le aste a termine)? 
l. Si sono verificati casi in cui non è stato versato il corrispettivo fisso per mancato 

rispetto dell’obbligo di offerta per almeno il 70% sei giorni in un mese? 

 
Regolamento e prospettive future 

a. Qual è la motivazione per cui viene richiesto l’assenso da parte dell’UdD? 
b. La correzione della Baseline può compromettere la capacità dell’UVAM di fornire il 

servizio in caso di ricezione di un BDE? 
c. L’applicazione dell’ulteriore corrispettivo di mancato rispetto delle quantità accettate 

in caso di presenza di carichi interrompibili può essere critica per il BSP qualora non sia 
anche UdD? 

d. Qualora venga deciso di prolungare le aste anche al 2020, entro quando sarebbe 
annunciato? 

e. Quali prime conclusioni si possono trarre dai primi risultati del progetto pilota? 
f. Sono stati identificati punti del regolamento da modificare? 
g. Quali prospettive per il futuro? 
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Annex 4 - Calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and 
IRR for case of study 1 
 
Base Model 
 

 
Figure 36 BM – Case of study 1: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

Technology Driven Model 1 
 

 
Figure 37 TDM1 – Case of study 1: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

ESCo Model 
 

 
Figure 38 ESCoM – Case of study 1: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

Modulation Capacity 5 MW
Fixed remuneration 25,00%
Variable remuneration to client 250 €/MWh
Cost of the platform 18000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 1500 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 100 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 1,00%
Value of the offer 300 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of aggregates STEP 1 1
Number of aggregates STEP 2 2
Number of aggregates STEP 3 3
Number of aggregates STEP 4 4

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 19500 18000 19500 18000 18000 19500 18000 18000 19500 18000 18000 18000
O&M 100 100 200 200 200 300 300 300 400 400 400 400
Total Annual Costs 19600 18100 19700 18200 18200 19800 18300 18300 19900 18400 18400 18400
Total Annual Costs -19600 -18100 -19700 -18200 -18200 -19800 -18300 -18300 -19900 -18400 -18400 -18400
Earnigns from variable remuneration 2610 2610 5220 5220 5220 7830 7830 7830 10440 10440 10440 10440
Earnings from fixed remuneration 37500 37500 50000 50000 50000 56250 56250 56250 50000 50000 50000 50000
Cash flow 20510 22010 35520 37020 37020 44280 45780 45780 40540 42040 42040 42040
Discounted cash flow 20510 20764,1509 31612,67355 31082,70586 29323,30741 33088,5919 32273,09354 30446,31466 25435,29753 24883,41141 23474,9164 22146,1476
Discounted Cumulative 20510 41274,1509 72886,82449 103969,5304 133292,8378 166381,43 198654,5232 229100,8379 254536,1354 279419,5468 302894,463 325040,611

NPV 325040,6108 €
PBT / anni
IRR #NUM!

Hypothesis

Modulation Capacity 5 MW
Fixed remuneration to BSP 25,00%
Variable remuneration to BSP 13,00%
Cost to develop the platform 110000 k€
Yearly cost for the platform O&M 9000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 1500 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 100 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 1,00%
Value of the offer 300 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of aggregates STEP 1 1
Number of aggregates STEP 2 2
Number of aggregates STEP 3 3
Number of aggregates STEP 4 4

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 111500 9000 10500 9000 9000 10500 9000 9000 10500 9000 9000 9000
O&M 100 100 200 200 200 300 300 300 400 400 400 400
Total Annual Costs 111600 9100 10700 9200 9200 10800 9300 9300 10900 9400 9400 9400
Total Annual Costs negative -111600 -9100 -10700 -9200 -9200 -10800 -9300 -9300 -10900 -9400 -9400 -9400
Earnigns from variable remuneration 2035,8 2035,8 4071,6 4071,6 4071,6 6107,4 6107,4 6107,4 8143,2 8143,2 8143,2 8143,2
Earnings from fixed remuneration 37500 37500 50000 50000 50000 56250 56250 56250 50000 50000 50000 50000
Cash flow -72064,2 30435,8 43371,6 44871,6 44871,6 51557,4 53057,4 53057,4 47243,2 48743,2 48743,2 48743,2
Discounted cash flow -72064,2 28713,0189 38600,5696 37675,06062 35542,51002 38526,6885 37403,37338 35286,2013 29640,96814 28851,02519 27217,9483 25677,3097
Discounted Cumulative -72064,2 -43351,181 -4750,611534 32924,44909 68466,95911 106993,648 144397,021 179683,2223 209324,1904 238175,2156 265393,164 291070,474

NPV 291070,4736 €
PBT / anni
IRR 56%

Hypothesis

Modulation Capacity 5 MW
Fixed remuneration to BSP 25,00%
Variable remuneration to BSP 25,00% €/MWh
Cost of the platform Step 1 15,00% % of the fixed remuneration 
Cost of the platform Step 2 15,00%
Cost of the platform Step 3 15,00%
Cost of the platform Step 4 15,00%
Cost of the technology 0 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 0 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 1,00%
Value of the offer 300 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of aggregates STEP 1 1
Number of aggregates STEP 2 2
Number of aggregates STEP 3 3
Number of aggregates STEP 4 4

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 22500 22500 30000 30000 30000 33750 33750 33750 30000 30000 30000 30000
O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Annual Costs 22500 22500 30000 30000 30000 33750 33750 33750 30000 30000 30000 30000
Total Annual Costs negative -22500 -22500 -30000 -30000 -30000 -33750 -33750 -33750 -30000 -30000 -30000 -30000
Earnigns from variable remuneration 3915 3915 7830 7830 7830 11745 11745 11745 15660 15660 15660 15660
Earnings from fixed remuneration 37500 37500 50000 50000 50000 56250 56250 56250 50000 50000 50000 50000
Cash flow 18915 18915 27830 27830 27830 34245 34245 34245 35660 35660 35660 35660
Discounted cash flow 18915 17844,33962 24768,60093 23366,60465 22043,96665 25589,8561 24141,37371 22774,88086 22373,52516 21107,09921 19912,3577 18785,2432
Discounted Cumulative 18915 36759,33962 61527,94055 84894,5452 106938,5118 132528,368 156669,7417 179444,6225 201818,1477 222925,2469 242837,605 261622,848

NPV 261622,8478 €
PBT / anni
IRR #NUM!

Hypothesis
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Annex 5 - Calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and 
IRR for case of study 2 
 
Base Model 
 

 
Figure 39 BM – Case of study 2: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

Technology Driven Model 1 
 

 
Figure 40 TDM1 – Case of study 2: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

 
ESCo Model 
 

 
Figure 41 ESCoM – Case of study 2: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

Modulation Capacity 3,0 MW
Fixed remuneration 25,00%
Variable remuneration to client 100 €/MWh
Cost of the platform 30000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 1500 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 100 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 8,00%
Value of the offer 120 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of units aggregated STEP 1 4
Number of units aggregated STEP 2 8
Number of units aggregated STEP 3 12
Number of units aggregated STEP 4 16

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 36000 30000 36000 30000 30000 36000 30000 30000 36000 30000 30000 30000
O&M 400 400 800 800 800 1200 1200 1200 1600 1600 1600 1600
Total Annual Costs 36400 30400 36800 30800 30800 37200 31200 31200 37600 31600 31600 31600
Total Annual Costs negative -36400 -30400 -36800 -30800 -30800 -37200 -31200 -31200 -37600 -31600 -31600 -31600
Earnigns from variable remuneration 5011,2 5011,2 10022,4 10022,4 10022,4 15033,6 15033,6 15033,6 20044,8 20044,8 20044,8 20044,8
Earnings from fixed remuneration 22500 22500 30000 30000 30000 33750 33750 33750 30000 30000 30000 30000
Cash flow -8888,8 -2888,8 3222,4 9222,4 9222,4 11583,6 17583,6 17583,6 12444,8 18444,8 18444,8 18444,8
Discounted cash flow -8888,8 -2725,283 2867,924528 7743,304876 7305,0046 8655,93977 12395,74416 11694,09826 7808,021479 10917,44878 10299,48 9716,49055
Discounted Cumulative -8888,8 -11614,083 -8746,158491 -1002,853615 6302,150985 14958,0908 27353,83492 39047,93318 46855,95466 57773,40344 68072,8834 77789,374

NPV 77789,37397 €
PBT / anni
IRR 52%

Hypothesis

Modulation Capacity 3 MW
Fixed remuneration to BSP 25,00%
Variable remuneration to BSP 13,00%
Cost to develop the platform 145000 k€
Yearly cost for the platform O&M 12000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 1500 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 100 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 8,00%
Value of the offer 120 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of units aggregated STEP 1 4
Number of units aggregated STEP 2 8
Number of units aggregated STEP 3 12
Number of units aggregated STEP 4 16

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 151000 12000 18000 12000 12000 18000 12000 12000 18000 12000 12000 12000
O&M 400 400 800 800 800 1200 1200 1200 1600 1600 1600 1600
Total Annual Costs 151400 12400 18800 12800 12800 19200 13200 13200 19600 13600 13600 13600
Total Annual Costs negative -151400 -12400 -18800 -12800 -12800 -19200 -13200 -13200 -19600 -13600 -13600 -13600
Earnigns from variable remuneration 3908,736 3908,736 7817,472 7817,472 7817,472 11726,208 11726,208 11726,208 15634,944 15634,944 15634,944 15634,944
Earnings from fixed remuneration 22500 22500 30000 30000 30000 33750 33750 33750 30000 30000 30000 30000
Cash flow -124991,264 14008,736 19017,472 25017,472 25017,472 26276,208 32276,208 32276,208 26034,944 32034,944 32034,944 32034,944
Discounted cash flow -124991,264 13215,7887 16925,48238 21005,1519 19816,18104 19635,1112 22753,45304 21465,52173 16334,64595 18961,43413 17888,1454 16875,6089
Discounted Cumulative -124991,264 -111775,48 -94849,99294 -73844,84104 -54028,66 -34393,549 -11640,09578 9825,425949 26160,0719 45121,50603 63009,6514 79885,2603

NPV 79885,26032 €
PBT 6,5 anni
IRR 16%

Hypothesis

Modulation Capacity 3 MW
Fixed remuneration to BSP 25,00%
Variable remuneration to BSP 25,00% €/MWh
Cost of the platform Step 1 20,00% % of the fixed remuneration 
Cost of the platform Step 2 20,00%
Cost of the platform Step 3 20,00%
Cost of the platform Step 4 15,00%
Cost of the technology 0 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 0 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 8,00%
Value of the offer 120 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of units aggregated STEP 1 4
Number of units aggregated STEP 2 8
Number of units aggregated STEP 3 12
Number of units aggregated STEP 4 16

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 18000 18000 24000 24000 24000 27000 27000 27000 18000 18000 18000 18000
O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Annual Costs 18000 18000 24000 24000 24000 27000 27000 27000 18000 18000 18000 18000
Total Annual Costs negative -18000 -18000 -24000 -24000 -24000 -27000 -27000 -27000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000
Earnigns from variable remuneration 7516,8 7516,8 15033,6 15033,6 15033,6 22550,4 22550,4 22550,4 30067,2 30067,2 30067,2 30067,2
Earnings from fixed remuneration 22500 22500 30000 30000 30000 33750 33750 33750 30000 30000 30000 30000
Cash flow 12016,8 12016,8 21033,6 21033,6 21033,6 29300,4 29300,4 29300,4 42067,2 42067,2 42067,2 42067,2
Discounted cash flow 12016,8 11336,60377 18719,82912 17660,21615 16660,58128 21894,9634 20655,62582 19486,43945 26393,48171 24899,51105 23490,1048 22160,4762
Discounted Cumulative 12016,8 23353,40377 42073,23289 59733,44905 76394,03032 98288,9937 118944,6195 138431,059 164824,5407 189724,0517 213214,156 235374,633

NPV 235374,6327 €
PBT / anni
IRR #NUM!

Hypothesis
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Annex 6 - Calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and 
IRR for case of study 3 
 
Base Model 
 

 
Figure 42 BM – Case of study 3: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

 
Technology Driven Model 1 
 

 
Figure 43 TDM1 – Case of study 2: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

 

Modulation Capacity 2,9 MW
Fixed remuneration 25,00%
Variable remuneration to client 95 €/MWh
Cost of the platform 40000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 0 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 0 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 12,00%
Value of the offer 110 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of units aggregated STEP 1 500
Number of units aggregated STEP 2 1000
Number of units aggregated STEP 3 1500
Number of units aggregated STEP 4 2000

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000
O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Annual Costs 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000
Total Annual Costs negative -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000 -40000
Earnigns from variable remuneration 5449,68 5449,68 10899,36 10899,36 10899,36 16349,04 16349,04 16349,04 21798,72 21798,72 21798,72 21798,72
Earnings from fixed remuneration 21750 21750 29000 29000 29000 32625 32625 32625 29000 29000 29000 29000
Cash flow -12800,32 -12800,32 -100,64 -100,64 -100,64 8974,04 8974,04 8974,04 10798,72 10798,72 10798,72 10798,72
Discounted cash flow -12800,32 -12075,774 -89,56924172 -84,49928464 -79,71630627 6705,92473 6326,344088 5968,24914 6775,250523 6391,745776 6029,94885 5688,63099
Discounted Cumulative -12800,32 -24876,094 -24965,66283 -25050,16211 -25129,87842 -18423,954 -12097,6096 -6129,360456 645,890067 7037,635843 13067,5847 18756,2157

NPV 18756,21567 €
PBT 7,5 anni
IRR 14%

Hypothesis

Modulation Capacity 2,9 MW
Fixed remuneration to BSP 25,00%
Variable remuneration to BSP 13,00%
Cost to develop the platform 190000 k€
Yearly cost for the platform O&M 18000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 0 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 0 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 12,00%
Value of the offer 110 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of units aggregated STEP 1 500
Number of units aggregated STEP 2 1000
Number of units aggregated STEP 3 1500
Number of units aggregated STEP 4 2000

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 190000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000
O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Annual Costs 190000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000 18000
Total Annual Costs -190000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000 -18000
Earnigns from variable remuneration 5195,3616 5195,3616 10390,7232 10390,7232 10390,7232 15586,0848 15586,0848 15586,0848 20781,4464 20781,4464 20781,4464 20781,4464
Earnings from fixed remuneration 21750 21750 29000 29000 29000 32625 32625 32625 29000 29000 29000 29000
Cash flow -163054,6384 8945,3616 21390,7232 21390,7232 21390,7232 30211,0848 30211,0848 30211,0848 31781,4464 31781,4464 31781,4464 31781,4464
Discounted cash flow -163054,6384 8439,02038 19037,6675 17960,06368 16943,4563 22575,48 21297,62267 20092,09686 19940,07265 18811,38929 17746,5937 16742,0695
Discounted Cumulative -163054,6384 -154615,62 -135577,9505 -117617,8868 -100674,4305 -78098,951 -56801,32785 -36709,231 -16769,15835 2042,230946 19788,8246 36530,8941

NPV 36530,89412 €
PBT 8,5 anni
IRR 10%

Hypothesis
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Annex 7 - Calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and 
IRR for case of study 4 
 
Base Model 
 

 
Figure 44 BM – Case of study 3: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

 
Technology Driven Model 1 
 

 
Figure 45 TDM1 – Case of study 3: calculations performed to determine the NPV, payback time and IRR 

Modulation Capacity 3,1 MW
Fixed remuneration 25,00%
Variable remuneration to client 95 €/MWh
Cost of the platform 40000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 1500 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 100 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 12,00%
Value of the offer 110 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of UVAMs STEP 1 1
Number of UVAMs STEP 2 2
Number of UVAMs STEP 3 3
Number of UVAMs STEP 4 4

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 43000 40000 43000 40000 40000 43000 40000 40000 43000 40000 40000 40000
O&M 200 200 400 400 400 600 600 600 800 800 800 800
Total Annual Costs 43200 40200 43400 40400 40400 43600 40600 40600 43800 40800 40800 40800
Total Annual Costs -43200 -40200 -43400 -40400 -40400 -43600 -40600 -40600 -43800 -40800 -40800 -40800
Earnigns from variable remuneration 5825,52 5825,52 11651,04 11651,04 11651,04 17476,56 17476,56 17476,56 23302,08 23302,08 23302,08 23302,08
Earnings from fixed remuneration 23250 23250 31000 31000 31000 34875 34875 34875 31000 31000 31000 31000
Cash flow -14124,48 -11124,48 -748,96 2251,04 2251,04 8751,56 11751,56 11751,56 10502,08 13502,08 13502,08 13502,08
Discounted cash flow -14124,48 -10494,792 -666,5717337 1890,016591 1783,03452 6539,67474 8284,386089 7815,458574 6589,134917 7991,860406 7539,49095 7112,72731
Discounted Cumulative -14124,48 -24619,272 -25285,84419 -23395,8276 -21612,79308 -15073,118 -6788,732252 1026,726322 7615,861239 15607,72165 23147,2126 30259,9399

NPV 30259,93991 €
PBT 6,5 anni
IRR 19%

Hypothesis

Modulation Capacity 3,1 MW
Fixed remuneration to BSP 25,00%
Variable remuneration to BSP 13,00%
Cost to develop the platform 190000 k€
Yearly cost for the platform O&M 18000 k€/year
Cost of the technology 1500 k€/asset
O&M on the asset 100 €/year
Yearly theoretical availability 1044 h/year

% of calls 12,00%
Value of the offer 110 €/MWh
Discount Rate 0,06
Number of UVAMs STEP 1 1
Number of UVAMs STEP 2 2
Number of UVAMs STEP 3 3
Number of UVAMs STEP 4 4

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
Reference year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Costs 193000 18000 21000 18000 18000 21000 18000 18000 21000 18000 18000 18000
O&M 200 200 400 400 400 600 600 600 800 800 800 800
Total Annual Costs 193200 18200 21400 18400 18400 21600 18600 18600 21800 18800 18800 18800
Total Annual Costs -193200 -18200 -21400 -18400 -18400 -21600 -18600 -18600 -21800 -18800 -18800 -18800
Earnigns from variable remuneration 5553,6624 5553,6624 11107,3248 11107,3248 11107,3248 16660,9872 16660,9872 16660,9872 22214,6496 22214,6496 22214,6496 22214,6496
Earnings from fixed remuneration 23250 23250 31000 31000 31000 34875 34875 34875 31000 31000 31000 31000
Cash flow -164396,3376 10603,6624 20707,3248 23707,3248 23707,3248 29935,9872 32935,9872 32935,9872 31414,6496 34414,6496 34414,6496 34414,6496
Discounted cash flow -164396,3376 10003,4551 18429,44535 19905,12705 18778,42175 22369,9111 23218,57134 21904,31258 19709,9398 20369,97822 19216,9606 18129,2081
Discounted Cumulative -164396,3376 -154392,88 -135963,4372 -116058,3101 -97279,88835 -74909,977 -51691,40592 -29787,09334 -10077,15354 10292,82468 29509,7853 47638,9934

NPV 47638,99337 €
PBT 8,5 anni
IRR 11%

Hypothesis


